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Board authorizes
final payments on

Thursday, May 6, 2010

Murray, KY 42071

Angels Attic manager settles into new job

MCCH expansion
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
As staff settle into the newlyopened South Tower at MurrayCalloway" County Hospital, the
board of trustees have authorized final payments on the construction of the new facility during their monthly meeting
Wednesday.
After the finance committee
had met and agreed on final
payments, the board voted to
move forward. Due to construction issues with flooring and a
canopy, the committee did
choose to retain five percent of
the original contract from
Pinnacle, Inc. Brad Bloemer.
vice president of financial services, said that while it was not
entirely the fault of Pinnacle,
they felt justified in retaining
the five percent.
Bloemer also reported financial results from March. The
hospital had revenues of roughly $8 million and operating
expenses of $7.9 million, leaving an income from operations
of $77,000. Investment income
was on a surge, bringing in
previously
$276,000.
As
requested
by the board,
Bloemer kept endowment
income separate, which was
$301,000. For the year, the hos-

HAVVKINS TEAGUELedoer & limes
Angels Attic Loretta Woods (left) and employee Jan Parker sort clothes in One of the thrift shop's stock rooms.

•See Page 2A

Ledger & Times
and WNBS team
for mayoral forum
Staff Report
In 2010, Murray residents will
select a new mayor, and the
Murray Ledger & Times and
1340 WNBS has extended invitations to the three candidates to
participate in a live forum on
Friday, May 14.
The hour-long program will be
at 7:30 a.m. on WNBS.The public is invited to e-mail questions
candidates
to
the
for
MurrayDebate@gmail.com or
editor@murrayledgercom and
may also drop them off at the
Ledger & Times office or
WNBS studios.
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Today...Mostly sunny. Highs
in the lower 80s. Northeast
winds 5 to 10 mph in the morning shifting to the southeast in
the afternoon.
Tonight. Clear. Lows in the
lower 60s. South winds 5 to 10
mph.
Friday...Mostly sunny. A 20
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms in the afternoon.
Highs in the mid 80s.
Southwest winds 10 to 20 mph
Friday night. Partly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 50s.
Northwest winds 10(0 15 mph.
sunny.
Saturday Mostly
Highs in the mid 60s. Northwest
winds 10 to 15 mph.
night. Partly
Saturday
cloudy. Lows in the upper 40s.
Sunday Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the m d 60s.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Loretta Woods says that if
there is one theme that has personified her professional life, it
is public service.
Woods was in the United
States Army for 20 years, carrying out such duties as military
base law enforcement and
recruitment. After retiring about
five years, she decided to move
with her daughter to Murray,
eventually working with the
Wesley Foundation at Murray
State University. After Jan
Basile announced recently that
she would retire as the manager
for the Angels Attic Thrift Shop,
that job opened, and Woods said
she is excited to step into the
role of running the organization
that helps give free medical and
dental care to uninsured, lowincome Calloway County residents by providing approximately 85 percent of the funding for Angels Community
Clinic.
Woods said she had been a
customer of Angels Attic in the
years since she moved to
Murray and when she found out
about the job opening, she was
thrilled to have the chance to
work for a place with the goal of
helping the community. She has
been on the job now for about
three weeks and said operations
have been running pretty

MI See Page 2A

Ramey murder trial continues
headed into the living room
because her 6-year-old son was
sleeping on a pallet on the floor.
She suffered a bullet wound to
the hip-upper thigh area.
"I stepped over him (Eddie
Eldridge, who had fallen in the
doorway) and I got shot in my
side," Price said.
Price described a man with a
"long" gun wearing a mask and
possibly camouflage clothing. It
was dark and a kitchen light
may have been the only light on
in the home. She said she called
to her son, who was starring at
the gunman, and hid him in an
adjoining bedroom. She laid on
top of him to protect him.
"If he has put some more bullets in the gun he would have
killed me instead of my son,"
Price said.
Jerry Eldridge was killed during the incident while Eddie
Eldridge was shot in the face
and was seriously injured, but
survived. The child was not
harmed.
During questioning by Decker
and Pfiel, Decker played back a
recording made by Kentucky
State Police investigators as
they questioned Price at Murray
Calloway County Hospital following the incident. Price
demonstrated some confusion
concerning the number of gunshots fired and other details,
which she attributed to pain and
trauma.
Decker and Pfiel questioned
Price concerning details of her
deposition to police. She could
not positively identify the type
of weapon nor the exact number
of shots fired which ranged from
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times about four to six. According to
unable to
Melissa Price, center pointing at map, one of three victims in the tape, police were
find any shell casings in the
the shooting death of Almo resident Jerry Eldridge, describes
house; pointing possibly to a
what happened the night of October 21. 2008 when a gunman
revolver-type weapon. Police
entered Eldridge's home and opened fire. Commonwealth's
questioned Price concerning
Attorney Mark Blankenship stands at right during testimony in
Calloway Circuit Court.
•See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The night of October 21, NM
was a night of fear, pain and
confusion for Dover, Tenn. resident Melissa Price when a man
with a gun entered the Almo,
Ky. home of Jerry Eldridge and
opened fire; killing Eldridge and
seriously injuring Price and
Eldridge's son, Eddie.
The trial of Brock Riley
Ramey, 30, of Murray, continued for a second day Wednesday
in Calloway County Circuit
Court. Ramey is accused of
murder, first-degree wanton
endangerment, first degree burglary, two counts of first-degree
assault and two counts of tampering with physical evidence in
connection to the shooting.
Although a witness and victim
of the crime, Price, 37, told the
court that darkness, confusion
and fear prevented her from getting a good look at the person
who,she said, opened fire on the

three victims and placed a gun
to the head of her son. Johnny,
and pulled the trigger, but the
weapon did not fire.
However at no time did Price
identify Ramey as the gunman
her testimony to
during
Blankenship, nor during questioning by Ramey's counsel,
Jason Pfiel, an assistant public
the
state
advocate
with
of
Public
Department
Advocacy's
Hendersonville
office and Cheri Decker of the
DPA's Murray office.
During questioning, Price told
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Mark Blankenship that she and
her former boyfriend, Eddie
were
awakened
Eldridge,
around midnight the night of the
incident by at least two gunshots. She said Eddie Eldridge
rose out of bed to go into the living room of the home to see
what was happening and was
himself shot. Price told the court
she also rose out of bed and
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A Red Cross volunteer hugs a child outside one of the
agency's Kentucky disaster shelters.

Red Cross deploys
disaster volunteers,
asks for donations
Special to the Ledger
County
Calloway
The
Chapter of the American Red
Cross has several volunteers
currently assisting with disaster
relief in several areas of the
country.
The agency deployed Bob
West to Nashville, Tenn. on
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the
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•Ramey trial ...
From Front
whether she or Eddie Eldridge had shot his father.
hut Price any involvement.
When asked who she thought the shooter was.
Pnce said she didn't know.
"I don't know. I just don't know," she said. "It
was somebody that knew Jerry.Also testifying Wednesday was the medical
examiner from the Commonweath's office in
Madisonville. She told the court the deceased died
of a gunshot wound that pierced his nght shoulder
from the back and exited his left collarbone area
while doing extensive internal damage and shat-

Mrs. Ru
tenng both is neck and collar bones. Eldridge also
appeared to have suffered bruises and cuts from
being hit about the face and neck with an object.
Blankenship asked if Eldridge's injuries could
have been cause by being "pistol whipped- and
the examiner said the injuries would point in that
direction,
The trial will continue today before Judge
Dennis Foust. An accused perpetrator in the
crime. Jacqueline Ramsey Phillips of Dexter, has
pleaded guilty to a charge of facilitation to murder
in a plea deal with Blankenship's office in connection to the case. She is expected to testify for the
Commonwealth.

•Angels Attic ...
From Front

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & limes

VEHICLE FIRE: The Murray Fire Department and Murray Police Department responded to a
car fire in the parking lot near Goody's Wednesday afternoon. Two fire trucks and five firefighters were on scene to extinguish the fire, which was reported in a pickup truck owned by David

U.S. Coast Guard creates safety zones on lakes
Special to the Ledger
The U. S. Coast Guard
Captain of the Port Ohio Valley,
under authority of the Ports and
Waterways Safety Act, reduced
the safety zone on the Tennessee
River. Tuesday. to the stretch
between the Highway 68 Bridge
(mile marker 41.7) through
Paducah, Ky. (mile marker 0),
including portions of Kentucky
Lake. The Cumberland River
remains closed in the vicinity of
Carthage, Tenn. (mile marker
313.6) to Smithland. Ky. (mile
marker 0), including Lake
Barkley.
Heavy rain falls over the past
weekend
throughout
the
Tennessee Valley have necessitated record high water discharge rates from dams along
both river systems, creating hazardous river conditions for

recreational vessels. The safety
zone had earlier been set for the
entirety of the river.
The dangers created by these
high discharge rates are many,
including swift river currents.
heavy debris flows, spilled hazardous materials, and submerged objects including break
walls, boat docks, and piers.
These extreme flows have also
made the navigation buoys in
the area unreliable.
Because of these dangers, all
recreational vessels are restricted from operating in these areas
to include bays, creeks and tributaries until the safety zone is
lifted. The water levels and river
conditions are being evaluated
several times daily by local,
state, and federal agencies.
Persons found in violation of
the safety zones can be fined

under U.S. Code 33. The maximum penalty for violating a
safety zone is $32,500.00.
These hazardous conditions
are anticipated to exist through
May 10, 2010.

Ten Crier
NOTICE
• The
Murray
State
University Board of Regents
will have a special-called
meeting at 9 a.m Friday in
the Jesse Stuart Room on
the second floor of the
Pogue Library to take action
on tuition, mandatory fees
and housing and dining rates
for the 2010-2011 school
year.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

smoothly so far, with the biggest problem being
the need for repainng leaks on a recently installed
roof in the hack after last weekend's downpour.
Other than that, everything seems to be going
well.
"We're strong into the rummage sale season
and people have been dropping off some great
I inds.- she said.
Woods said it has been interesting learning
about how the Attic works after being a loyal customer for so long and that she was surpnsed by
just how sophisticated operations were. Every
donated item is meticulously sorted by staff in
several stock rooms befort being priced and put
on the sales floor. The shop has fewer than 20 paid
employee and between 60 and 70 volunteers,
whose help is integral to keeping the shop open.
Woods said the shop is so busy that volunteer
shifts have to be tightly scheduled to make sure
people are where they need to he at any given
time.
Woods said she is responsible for many tasks,
including pricing and stocking. She said some-

times people will bring in unusual items - including rare china, glassware and jewelry - and she
has to go on Web sites like E-hay to compare
prices and decide what to charge. Some of the
store's most popular items are furniture, houseware and cookware, which all tend to fly off the
shelves quickly, sometimes as fast as half an hour
after being put up for sale. She said workers try to
get the shelf full before the shop opens at 11 a.m.,
but the shelves are also restocked throughout the
day. She said many customers are extremely loyal
and some have been known to back several times
a day to check the shelves for anything new.
Woods said Angels Attic prefers people to drop
off donations in person so that no items can be
stolen from outside after hours. The store is open
from II a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday
and accepts donations at the back door from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday. Woods said
deliveries and pickups are also available if needed
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday.
"The previous manager did a fabulous job and
I want to see (the shop) keep growing." she said.
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II Hospital board.
From Front
pital has a net income of $1.14 million, which is
$1.64 million behind the budgeted $2.78 million.
Keith Travis, vice president of institutional
development, reported to the board that the Center
for Rural Health will be relocating onto MCCH's
campus from Murray State University. He said the
move will make it easier for physicians to get
involved and for the program operators to seek
funding and grants. The cost in operating the
facility at the hospital will be minimal, he said,
and will average $2,000 or less per year.
Keith Bailey. MCCH CEO, said that Mike

Hinspergi
Rust, president of the Kentucky Hospital
Association, will be visiting the hospital on May
10 at 11:30 a.m. Bailey invited the board back to
hear Rust speak.
"He will bring a unique perspective on health
care in Kentucky and in the nation. something
we'd all like to hear." Bailey said.
In other business, the board:
• heard a corporate compliance quarterly report
from Don Futrell.
• heard and approved a medical staff report,
• adjourned into executive session to discuss
potential litigation. No action was taken.
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Tyler Murphy blows a bubble while Justus Jones attempts to catch it using a glove. The firstgrade students learned about properties of bubbles from Chelsey Sullivan, a junior elementary education major from Shelbyville, during a "Slimy Sloppy Science Day at Murray
Elementary recently.

•Red Cross ...
From Front

The staff and physicians of
would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to our nurses:
Mcolisso Allen
Sciincla Cougheneur
Jorri Elliott
Tammy Gresham
Natalie Lyon:
Suzanne Miller
Kelly Patterson
Chrysta Pritchard
Angola Turner

Janet Ashby
Diana Dunlap
Janet Essory
Emily Hill
Cynthia McClain
Smoke Moore
Kathryn Pendergrast
Laura Sexton
Diane Tyne'
Tine Wilson

Mindy Bowen*
Nichol Edwards
Matthew French
Angelic Jackson
Jan Maisel
firitaany Overbey
Whitney Pilo
LaDonna Smith
Sherry Underwood

and to all the nurses throughout the community who help us
take care of our patients.
We thank you for your compassion and dedication to
your profession and to our community during
and every week of the year.

Louisville in an Emergency
Response Vehicle in custody of
Calloway County Chapter. They

were shceduled to leave at 6
a.m, to first pick up another volunteer at the Paducah area chapter and travel on to Louisville
where they will distribute Red

(Morn Deserves
A Treat!
9 oz. Ribeye
Steak Dinner
with Soap,- Salad
and DO-ssert Bar

Only '12.49
Happy Mother's Day from The Carvers
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Cross Clean-Up Kits and possibly help with sheltering and
feeding in Kentucky.
Jennifer Wilson, executive
director of the Calloway chapter, there has been one local call
that has come into the Red
Cross office in Calloway
County for disaster assistance
from the rain over the weekend.
"Your local Red Cross is diligent to prepare volunteers to
deploy and also assist with local
disaster," Wilson said. "It takes
local resources to help keep the
local chapter able to do this successfully. To quote Logan
McColloch (at the regional
office) from Louisville, 'The
costs to recruit, train and annually support our volunteers are
funded by your charitable donations to your local chapter.' If
you have not yet personally
given during the 2010 Heroes
for the Red Cross Campaign,the
date has now extended to May
IS. You can send donations of
any amount to American Red
Cross, 607 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY 42071 and designate it HEROES. We have
$4.(100 more to collect here at
the local level for this annual
campaign."
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Tea Party candidates suffer defeat
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WASHINGTON (AP) the prospect of possible defeat
Mark the first round down, this fall.
shakily, for Republican incumObey was characteristically
bents and party establishment blunt in reply: "I've won 25
favorites.
elections. Does anybody think I
With one race in Ohio yet to don't know how to win another
he settled, tea party-backed one?"
Ted Potts
Six months before the
Ted Potts. 146. Murray. died Wednesday. May 5, 2010. at 5:25 challengers and other outsiders
were shut out in competitive midterm elections, and with the
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. House and Senate primaries country trying to shake off the
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- across three states on Tuesday, effects of a deep recession, polls
the busiest night so far in an show a disaffected electorate,
home.corn.
election season of optimism for angry at incumbents and highly
Republicans.
skeptical of government's abiliMrs. Hope Thema
While some of Tuesday ty to solve their problems. As a
Mrs. Hope Thoma, 87, Paris, Tenn., died Wednesday, May 5.
night's Republican primary win- result, even Democrats concede
2010. at Paris Healthcare & Rehab Center. Paris. She was a former
ners struggled to prevail - for- Republicans are in line to make
bookkeeper for Bank of America in San Diego. Calif.
mer Indiana Sen. Dan Coats' gains this fall, when 36 seats in
She was married July 6. 1947 to Hershel Pete Thoma who died in
comeback hid advanced with 40 the Senate and all 435 in the
1992. Also preceding her death were her parents. Floyd Harrison
percent of the vote in a five-way House are on the ballot.
Martin and Susie Jane Edwards Martin: one brother, Zane Martin:
race - the results renewed a
"The big question is whether
and one infant son.
debate about the clout of the the tea party is a tempest in a
Survivors include five daughters. Pat Wynn and husband, Bill.
insurgents in the remaining pri- teapot. Do they have the organiParis. Tenn., Susan VanHorn and husband, Wess, Prineville, Ore..
maries and on elections this fall. zational capabilities to compete
Cathy Manning and husband, Keith, Lynn Grove. Ky., Cindy Austin
Primaries aside, Republicans with the Republicans" said
and husband. Larry. San Diego, Calif.. and Lisa Anderson and huscheered
Wednesday
when John Feehery. who advised forband. Bill. Draffinville, Ky.: 14 grandchildren: 15 great-grandchilWisconsin Rep. David Obey, a mer House Speaker Dennis
dren.
leading liberal and chairman of Hastert, R-III.. and is a
A graveside service will be Saturday at noon at the Salem Baptist
the
powerful
House Republican strategist.
Cemetery at Lynn Grove, Ky.. with Bobby Campbell officiating.
Appropriations
Committee,
"They're not organized and
Grandchildren will serve as pallbearers. Visitation will be at the
announced he would retire. GOP it's unclear to me whether they
Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris, Tenn.. from 3-8 p.m. Friday and
officials said the departure are going to be a force that is
from 9:30-11 am Saturday.
opens the way for them to win a going to challenge the more
seat he has held since 1969, and establishment Republicans in
Mrs. Gladys LOZ011 Hinsperger
claimed the veteran lawmaker primaries," he added.
There will be no funeral service for Mrs. Gladys Lozon had been pushed
to the exits by
In the Senate, both parties
Hinsperger. Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and Crematory of
Benton is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Hinsperger, 81. Murray, formerly of
Benton, died Monday. May 3. 2010 at 7 p.m. at
WASHINGTON (AP) - financial regulation.
Britthaven of Benton. She was a member of St.
President Barack °barna said
Henry's Catholic Church.
There also may not be
Preceding her in death were her husband, Wednesday he wants to begin enough time left on the legislaFrancis J. (Frank) Hinsperger: one son, Robert work this year on 'legislation tive calendar to take up a conPearch; one daughter. Catherine Pearch, her par- overhauling the nation's immi- tentious issue with midterm
ents. Peter Lozon and Catherine Veredenburgh gration system, firming up his elections looming in November,
Lozon: two brothers, Robert and Adolphus Lozon. commitment on a key priority but by making the commitment
Survivors include three daughters, Robin Hollis, for Latino voters and lawmak- Obama may at least be able to
Hinsperger
Rosiclare. III., Christine Miller. Benton, and Lori ers.
tell Hispanic groups he tried.
Hinsperger, Galt. ON: four sisters, Elenor Lozon. Jean Brant and
Obama's comments at a
Obama acknowledged immiVirginia Harwood, all of Maybee. Mich.. and Sharon Liedel, Cinco de Mayo celebration at gration reform would be diffiMonroe, Mich.: six grandchildren, Stephanie Beale, Mackenzie the White House reaffirmed his cult to achieve and would
Kumar. Kathryn Zehr, Marshall Hollis Jr.. Steve Miller Jr.. and Steve long-held support for immigra- require bipartisan support Miller 111: five great-grandchildren, Robert Beale. Malcom arid tion reform. He went a step fur- something that's lacking in the
Sheldon Guenther. Brittany Beale and Elisabeth Zehr.
ther than he has in the past by Senate right now. And he made
calling for the work to begin this no commitment to finishing the
year.
process this year.
Latino groups have been callBut he said it was the only
ing for Obama to deliver on his way to deal with the nation's
campaign promise of making immigration problems.
R.B. Mitchell
The funeral for R.B. Mitchell will be today (Thursday) at 1 p.m. immigration reform a top priori"The way to fix our broken
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will offici- ty, with some activists and law- immigration system is through
ate. Pallbearers will be Joe Wrye, Freddie Windsor. makers in the Congressional common-sense comprehensive
luG
muy Mitchell, Rocky Mitchell and Steve Grogan. Hispanic Caucus complaining immigration reform," the president said.
active; John Parker and Tony Risso, honorary. he wasn't doing enough.
Obama clouded the issue last
"I want to begin work this
asonic rites will be held today (Thursday) at 12:30
week by saying "there may not year and I want Democrats and
p.m. prior to the funeral service.
Online condolences may be made at www.the- be an appetite" in Congress to Republicans to work with me."
deal with another hot-button
Senate Majority Leader
jhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Mitchell. 84. Murray, died Monday. May 3, 2010, at his res- issue immediately after grueling Harry Reid, D-Nev., who's up
fights over health care and for re-election in a state with a
idence after an extended illness.
A Navy veteran of World War 11, he was a 50-year Master Mason
belonging to the Murray Lodge #105 of Free and Accepted Masons
and was of Baptist faith. He graduated from the University of
Southern Mississippi with a minor in music and a major in educaWASHINGTON(AP)-The upbeat assessment of the war,
tion. In 1961 Mr. Mitchell established the Mitchell Paving Company
war effort in Afghanistan suffers putting the best face on a conin Murray which is now operated by his two sons.
Born Dec. 28,1925, he was the son of the late Fleet and Mary from a lack of attention to the flict that many senior military
Knight Mitchell. Also preceding him in death were one sister and volatile politics of the country. officials worry could go either
according to a former adviser to way.
three brothers.
"I'm cautiously optimistic."
Survivors include his wife, June Lovell Mitchell, to whom he was the top U.S. general there.
"The United States and its said Defense Undersecretary
married January 10. 1953. in Bay Springs, Miss.; one daughter.
Jackie Edwards and husband. Ricky. two sons, Rocky Mitchell and allies have not thought rigorous- Michele Flournoy, offering a
Guy Mitchell and wife. Sherry, and three grandchildren. Brittain. ly enough about how U.S. and view shared by a top general
allied interests might not align who testified alongside her
Bryceton and Cassity Mitchell. all of Murray.
with those of the Afghan gov- before sometimes skeptical lawernment," said a report from makers. "The insurgency is losAndrew Exum of the Center for ing momentum."
a New American Security. Exum
That's a change from recent
had been an adviser to Gen. appraisals by McChrystal and
Stanley McChrystal.
others who have said they see
"Good counterinsurgency encouraging signs but have not
tactics and operations cannot, in yet pronounced that the war has
LOS ANGELES AP) -- is "absolutely horrible" but will and of themselves, win a cam- turned the corner toward full
Motorists steadily fill up at BP's not affect where he buys fuel.
paign," according to the report success. And it is a stark contrast
environmentally correct show"I go where it's the least being released today.
to the jaundiced eye of many
case gas station in Los Angeles expensive, even if it's only two
When two top Pentagon offi- academics and military analysts.
even as the company's crude oil pennies cheaper." he said.
cials testified before the House
The war to displace a persiststains 2.0(X) square miles of
Some of those working Armed Services Committee on ent Taliban is now in its ninth
water in the Gulf of Mexico.
behind station counters have Wednesday, they gave a newly year, and even strong supporters
The scene is the same at sta- been worrying about consumer
tions selling BP gas across the reaction, but owners interviewed
country. with no apparent sign by The Associated Press across
of a consumer backlash at the the country say it's been busipump like the boycott triggered ness as usual since the April 20
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
by the Exxon Valdez spill 21 explosion on a rig off Louisiana
years ago.
began unleashing 200,000 galPhone (270) 753-1916 • Fax (270) 753-1927
"It's really bad, but they're lons of crude a day.
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
taking responsibility." cab driver
"I haven't noticed anything
Edwin Cueva. 53. reasoned as yet." said Jeff Dolch. a BP staAlice Rouse, Publisher
he filled his tank Monday at a tion owner in Baltimore. "But if
arouseComorray ledger.com
downtown Chicago BP station. (the spill) hits hard and the news
Greg Travis. Editor
editorCitmurrayledgencom
"Accidents do happen."
starts showing pictures of aniChris Woodall, AdNertising Mgr.
adsktnrturrayledger.com
Gassing up in Erlanger. Ky.. mals, at that point it may start to
Jill Stephens, Classifieds Mgi.
elassifieriqmurrayledger.com
40-year-old Lee Pullins of happen."
Circulation
circulationOmurrayledger.com
Springfield. Ohio. said the spill
Rita BOWS!,flusiness Mgr.
rhoggessOmurrayledger.com
Mrs. Ruth Robinson. 72, Murray, died Wednesday. May 5, 2010,
at 515 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. Murray
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of ariangements.
Online condolences may he made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhoinc.com.

seemed eager to begin the tall
campaign.
Sen. John Cornyn of Texas,
who chairs the Republican campaign committee, sought to shift
the focus from Coats' modest
triumph over primary rivals. The
race in the fall "will not be about
Dan Coats." he said. "It will he
about Brad Ellsworth, who
voted for a health care program
that 65 percent of Hoosiers are
against."
Ellsworth will be on the ballot as Coats' Democratic rival.
The Democratic Senatorial
Campaign
Committee
announced the arrival of the fall
campaign with a video that
lumped Coats with former Bush
administration official Rob
Portman. who
won
the
Republican Senate primary in
Ohio and will run against Lt.
Gov. Lee Fisher.
-President
Obama
and
Democrats in Congress are
fighting for comprehensive
financial reform. Meanwhile,
what did the Republicans do?
They nominated a Wall Street
lobbyist arid one of the biggest
Wall Street cheerleaders they
could find," the video says.
Republicans recruited Coats,
a former lobbyist, to run months

ago. when they were looking for
a challenger to Democratic Sen.
Evan
Bayh.
later
Bayh
announced his retirement.
Coats' nearust primary rival,
Marlin Stutzrnan, was a tea
party favorite who also gained
support from a political organization run by South Carolina
Sen. Jim DeMint.
"Senator DeMint is a conservative Republican senator. I'm a
conservative Republican senator
and proud of it," Cornyn said.
"But I also recognize that people
as conservative as I am may not
be elected in some parts of the
country," he added.
DeMint also has taken sides
in a competitive primary in
Kentucky, as well as other
states.
Democrats viewed the same
primary results differently.
"One message was loud and
clear last night. The DC establishment Republican candidates
faced intense opposition," said
Rep. Chris Van Holten of
Maryland, who heads the
Democratic campaign committee.
"They may have emerged but
they emerged by the skin of their
teeth and in many cases with lots
of battle scars."

Obama to Congress: Begin work on immigration

Paid Obituary

growing Latino
because House Speaker Nancy
population,
Pelosi. D-Calif., has made clear
also recently
that the Senate must act first on
said he wants
the immigration issue before she
to tackle immiwould force her Democrats into
gration overanother tough vote.
haul this year,
Again Wednesday, Obama
although penddenounced the law passed in
ing energy legArizona that requires police to
islation
question people about their
another diviimmigration status if there is
Obama
sive issue reason to suspect they're in the
would likely come first.
country illegally.
Reid last week released draft
Some fear the law could lead
immigration legislation with to racial profiling. and Obama
Sens. Chuck Schumer. D-N.Y., said federal officials were moniand Robert Menendez. D-N.J., toring it for possible civil rights
that calls for more federal violations.
enforcement agents and other
The president cited the
border
security-tightening Arizona law as a reason for
benchmarks before illegal immi- action on immigration legislagrants could become legal U.S. tion.
residents.
"Make no mistake, our immiObama praised that proposal gration system is broken, and
Wednesday. But the one after so many years in which
Republican who's been willing Washington has failed to meet
to work with Democrats on the its responsibilities. Americans
issue recently, Sen. Lindsey are right to be frustrated. ... But
Graham of South Carolina, has the answer isn't to undermine
balked at moving ahead this fundamental principles that
year. The focus is on the Senate define us as a nation "

Report: politics, not force, will win in Afghanistan

Oil spill yet to affect
consumer gas choices

of the effort say staggering
amounts of time and money
have been wasted. The Obama
administration ordered a top-tobottom reorganization of the war
effort and a major increase in
U.S. forces.
About half of the 30,000
additional forces ordered by
President Barack °barna last
year are in place. By the end of
summer some 98.0(X) U.S.
forces will be in Afghanistan.
Flournoy and Lt. Gen. John
Paxton ticked off examples of
what they called successes or
encouraging signs. including
what they described as greater
goodwill from ordinary Afghans
toward their government and
foreign forces.
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; Dear Taxpayers:

All subscnptions pay all.- in advance. Home delivers

Il

l
Can we the Taxpayers of Calloway in all due con*. science justify putting $300,000 plus interest for 40 V"
years on the credit card of the great grandkids to PAY U
1 for a TROLLEY to parade around Murray just to
l't impress visitors with our cultural ambience?? Will all
our great grandkids be pleased with us strapping this t 1
al, financial burden on their backs?

11

! The Concerned Taxpayers (The Tea Party) invite
you to come hear DR. JOE CHANEY ON STATES
Si RIGHTS AND THE PEOPLES RIGHTS on Tues .
May I I th. 6 p.m.. at the Main St. Librar
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Paxton said there was a sharp
increase in the number of tips to
U.S. forces about the location of
homemade bombs during this
spring's operations around the
districts of Marjah and Nad Ali
in Helmand province.
Some of the assessments
adopted the sunniest interpretation of the contest to win the
Afghan people's trust and peel
away support for the insurgency.
Flournoy told the Armed
Services Committee that of 121
key regions of Afghanistan
examined by the NATO-led
international force in December,
60 were considered sympathetic
or neutral to the Afghan government.
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Downtown Saturday Market
will begin on the court square

Memorial
service is
planned
In recognition of Law
Enforcement Memonal Week.
the Murray Police Department
will host a mernonal service on
Friday. May 14, at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church, 203 South 4th
St.. Murray.
Featured speaker will he Ms.
Dwana Fusser, daughter of the
fallen McNairy County Shenff
Buford Fusser. She is the author
of the book. "Walking On — A
with
Journey
Daughter's
Legendary Sheriff Buford
Pusser"
The service is open to the
public. For more information
contact Tim Fortner.(270 5640236.
On Thursday, May 13, at 6
p.m. Ms. Pusser will be signing
her book at University Book and
Bean. 1203 Chestnut St..
Murray.

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

MHS class plans fundraiser

Photo provided
CHEERLEADERS HONORED: The Murray High School Cheerleaders concluded their seaLancaster show will be tonight
son with an annual banquet. Pictured are the cheerleaders who received awards, from left.
Pete Lancaster of Murray will present a one-man show depicting
Most
Bubb,
Kallan
Hannah Boone, Senior Award and Co-Outstanding Varsity Cheerleader;
the life of Teddy Roosevelt tonight (Thursday I at 7 p.m. at the
Spirited JV Cheerleader and Most Outstanding JV Cheerleader; Molly Griffin, Most Spinted Badgett Playhouse at Grand Rivers.
Varsity Cheerleader; Autumn Denton, Senior Award. Highest GPA Award and Co-Outstanding
Varsity Cheerleader. Not pictured: Allison Doyle. Senior Award and the Black and Gold Award;
Hazel club plans luncheon
The annual Senior Citizens Luncheon, sponsored by Hazel
Jessie Roberts Senior Award.
Woman's Club, will be Saturday at the Hazel Community Center
with the doors to open at 1130 a.m. and lunch to be served at noon.
All senior citizens from the Hazel community are invited. For more
information contact Vicki Singleton at 492-8800.

L
r ik Lake Barkley
is the perfect place to celebrate
mothers, grandmothers, aunts and sisters.
The menu includes traditional favorites like fned chicken. catfish. and mashed potatoes but in addition to celebrate moms, the buffet will include choice beef carved on
the line, succulent roast pork with apple dressing. old
fashioned chicken and dumplings, garden vegetables, and
plenty of dessert the whole family will love.
ri Mothers will also be given a chance to he drawn a
winnerfor one of three great prize packages.

[

Reservations can be made up to 24 hours in ads ance for the
11:30 a.m. seating. The cost is $16.95 for adults and meals for
children 6-12 are $6.95. which includes beverages
For reservations call 270-9241131 or 1-800-325-1708.
Vialk-ins are also wekome.

.614

Mrs. Maudie Hopkins will
celebrate her 100th birthday on
Saturday. May 8. with an event
from 2-4 p.m. at the Palestine
United Methodist Church.
All relatives and fnends are
invited.
Mrs. Hopkins is the widow
of the late Fuqua Hopkins. She
was born May 9, 1910, in
Calloway County to the late
James Washington (Bud) Lovett
and Henrietta Walker Lovett.
She has one son, Jerry Lee
Hopkins and wife. Gini, of
Murray.
Her three grandchildren are
Lisa Betts, Leslie Denham and
Lanette Kingins.
Her six great-grandchildren
are Matthew Morris. Chloe
Betts. Trice Kingins. and Chris.
Jared and Daniel Denham.
Her five great-great-grandchildren are Jeremiah. Jackson

son• Q,so&.moin.
ft Place
The PeYect Giftsfor
Mother's Day.
•
Registerfor a FREE Estee Lauder Gift Basket

Zt

20% OFF STOREWIDE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
(Excluding Accessories &Cosmetics)
305-C S. 12'" St.' Murray • 753-5678
ree,

°)

The 1)owntovin Saturday Market's 12th
season will open Saturday from 7 a.m.-noon
on Murray's ( ourt Square. Some of the
items will include homegrown strawberries,
lettuce. tilapia fish, fresh baked yeast breads,
rolls, muffins and cookies, fried pies, pet supplies, flowers and plants, vermicomost, various crafts and more with new items being
added weekly.
The market will continue each Saturday
through Oct. 30. For more information call
Murray Main Street, 759-9474, or Martha
Alls, market coordinator at 753-7222.

The Murray High School Class of 2012 will
sponsor a Pancake Breakfast Saturday from 8-11 a.m. at Applebee•s
Tickets are $.5 each and may be purchased at the door

Murray woman will
celebrate birthday
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FABRIC SALE1
First 10 Customers Get A FREE
Bundle of Fabric Remnants
Thurs. & Fri. 8-5 and Sat. 9-3
$ 1.00
Fabrics
Lots To Choose
From
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Murray Middle School Budget Committee will meet Friday at
3:30 p.m. in the office conference room.

Spring Creek plans breakfast
Spnng Creek Baptist Church, 995 Spring Rd., Almo, off Airport
Road. will host a free pancake breakfast on Saturday from 7-10 a.m.
Everyone is invited. Families may bnng their children to play on the
playground equipment recently installed.

Woodmen Lodge 170 to meet
Woodmen Lodge 170 will meet Saturday at 11 a.m. for a picnic
at the Murray City Park pavilion behind the old court house. Persons
are asked to bring picnic items and drinks will be furnished. A representative of the Humane Society and LBL will be present to discuss their activities. Persons are asked to bring pet food items for the
Humane Society.

Ladies Auxiliary to meet Saturday
Veterans of Foreign Wars Ladies Auxiliary will meet Saturday at
1 p.m. at First Chnstian Church. For more information contact
Dorothy Daniels at 753-0049.
Melnik: Hopkins
and Joseph Moms and Keira
and Jordan Denharn.
Mrs. Hopkins also has several nieces and nephews.

Special event
scheduled in
Princeton

Shrine Bingo planned Friday
Murray Shnne Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Fnday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Fnday
from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Ky. 121 North at Ky. 299, at Stella. Featured
soloists will be Ethelene Darnell, Margie Black, Taylor Crawford.
Renee Taylor and Alison Chaney. The public is invited. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 7538124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Special to the Ledger
PRINCETON, Ky_ — Plans
are underway for the fifth annual "Flats in the Garden" tea hosted by Adsmore House &
Gardens.
CCMS Center requests items
The tea will be held
The Calloway County Middle School Anchor Youth Service
Saturday, May 22. from 1-3
is working with a couple of families on some basic needs.
Center
Welcome
Tounst
the
at
p.m.
bunk beds w/mattresses and washer and dryer. If you
include
These
Center on Market Street next to
that you would donate to a family contact
the City Hall. This year's theme have any of these items
Danielle Schwettman at 762-7365.
is "Books in the Garden."
Tickets for the event are $12
Genealogical Society plans event
for adults and $5 for children, 6
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Friday at II
to 12 years, and may be purat the Calloway County Public Library Annex to carpool to
a.m.
chased at Adsmore's Carriage
Gleason, Tenn., for lunch and then to Martin, Tenn., for a tour of the
Shop. Telephone credit card
Weakley County Genealogical Room.
orders may be made by calling
(270) 365-3114. Seating is limLegion Auxiliary to meet tonight
ited and early reservations are
The American Legion Auxiliary Unit 173 will meet tonight
advised.
(Thursday) at 7 p .m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek
Adsmore is a non-profit
Dr.. Murray. Female spouses and daughters of veterans are ins lied
organization that does not
The agenda will include finalizing plans for poppy sells, sprucing up
receive any tax dollars. Funds the memorial garden and for future fundraisers and projects to help
raised from the tea will be used veterans.
to repair garden items damaged
in the 2008 and 2009 storms and
5K Fun run planned at MHS
replace plants and trees lost durThe Murray High School Cross Country Team will host a 5K Fun
ing that time.
Run on Saturday. May 15, beginning at 9 a.m. at the school. Pre-regThe Watercolor Artists' ister for the race by e-mailing your name and T-shirt size to
Guild of Trigg, Lyon and elainekight@murray.kyschool.us. he-registration will cost $20.
Caldwell Counties are holding a Race-day registration will cost $25 and will begin at the ham at g
show and sale in the Welcome a.m. on race day.
Center's Gallery again this year.
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Special to the Ledger
It,time for the third Annual PIP Awards, which will honor the
cast and crews from the 2009 Playhouse in the Park season. The
public is invited to join Playhouse cast members and supporters for
a fun and entertaining evening on Saturday. May 22. Attendees will
enjoy light hors d'oerves on the deck at 6 p.m.. then move into !he
theatre for the program at 7. Dress for the evening is semi-formal to
dress casual. Tickets are available at the Playhouse box office during regular hours or by telephone with a debit or credit card). Ticket
prices ire $10 per ticket: $15 per couple, and $25 per family. Box
office hours are Monday. Tuesday and Friday, from 1-5 p.m. and
Thursday from 9-11:30 a.m.. The box office is closed on
Wednesdays. Sometimes it is necessary for me to be out of the office
during those hours, so those who wish to buy tickets are advised call
before coming to the box office.
Voting for PIP Awards will begin on Thursday. May 6. and will
close on Tuesday. May 18. Interested parties may vote once per email address. Go to the website. playhouseinthepark.net. and follow
the link to east a vote. Questions may be directed to 759-1752.
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Cast members perform a scene from "Fathei Knows Best" The snow continues this weekend at Playhouse in the Park and
ends next Sunday. May 16
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From left to right, front row: Calloway County High School
Instructor Sandy Sasso, Erica Berhow, Came Love, Heather
McGinnis. Lacey Ellis. Back row: Dylan HaMs, Kelsey Moore,
Kristen Moore, Arian Cantrell. Ashley Millard. Not pictured are
Randy Dowdy and Kate Walls.

Murray Art Guild
displays work from
Calloway students
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Art Guild will hold an opening reception for
Calloway County High School art students from 4-6 p.m. Friday.
art instructor Sandy Sasso's students are currently exhibing a
selecon of their recent work at the Murray Art Guild. The work
includes two and three-dimensional an work in printmaking, drawing. painng sculpture and photography in a wide range of mediums
from graphite to duck tape. A number of the students placed at the
Regional Kentucky Art Educator's Art Compeon at MSU and several have won awards in local art exhibions.
The exhibit will continue through Friday. May 14. The Guild is
open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. or by appointment.

Restaurant &
(270)762-0040

Sue-Jean Part
Special to the Ledger
Violinist and Murray State
University professor Sue-Jean
Park will be traveling to
Washington D.C. for her concerto debut in the nation's capital.
She will be performing Max
Bruch's "Violin Concerto in G
minor," a famous and challenging work that is a staple in the
violinist's repertoire. The performance will be held on
Saturday. May 8, in the National
City Chnstian Church, blocks
from the White House in
Washington D.C. Professor
Park's performance will be
accompanied by the Washington
Sinfonietta Orchestra under the
baton of Maestro Joel Lazar.
Born in Seoul. Korea, violinist Sue-Jean Park graduated
from Seoul National University,
Yale
University and the

University of Texas at Austin.
She is concertmaster of The
Jackson Symphony of Jackson.
Tenn. and previously served in
that capacity for orchestras such
as the Jeunesses Musicales
World Orchestra and Seoul
National University Symphony.
As an orchestral musician, Park
performed in Carnegie Hall.
Berlin
Philharmonic
Hall,
Holland (Concertgebow Hall),
Switzerland (Verbier Festival).
Israel. Korea, Japan. Taiwan.
and the Philippines with conductors such as Sir Neville
Manner and Kurt Mazur. She
also was the associate concertmaster of the Rome Festival
Orchestra in Italy and a principal
violin of Yale Philharmonia,
Pacific Music Festival Orchestra
in Japan. and the Victoria
Symphony, Texas.

• Pete Lancaster will perform
as Theodore Roosevelt tonight
(Thursday) at 7 at the Badgett
Playhouse in Grand Rivers For
tickets, visit www grandriversvanety corn or 1-888-362-4223
• Playhouse in the Park presents "Father Knows Best"
through May 9. Friday and
Saturday shows are at 7 p.m.
and Sunday shows are at 2:30

NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
PO' boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
* *

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
!Zemodeled Game Room &
New Private Room with Big Screen
HD TV and Surround Sound!

Arts in the Region
• Will Hoge and Andy Davis
wit perform at 7 30 tonight
(Thursday) in Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium

Murra,

p.m. For tickets, visit www.playhouseinthepark.net or call 7591752
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
-The Scientist," Friday through
Sunday. For details and show
times, visit www.maidenalleyctnema.org.
• The annual Jazz in the Park
will take place from noon to 8
p m Saturday at the Central
Park Amphitheatre
• Draffenville's Kentucky °pry

THANKS
for All Your Help!

will hold the grand finals in the
You Can Be a Star" talent
search at 7:30 p.m Saturday
For tickets call (270) 527-3869
or 1-888-459-8704
• Ray Stevens performs at
Paducah's Carson Center at
7 30 p.m. Friday, May 14. For
tickets, call (270) 450-4444 or
visit www.thecarsoncenter.org.

Fridays from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Saturday from noon to 3
p.m.
To add an event to the arts
calendar
contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916 or
hteague4murrayleclger corn

Live Band Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: Bending Karma

c-This Motheo's "Day qet Mom

• Gallery 109 & Fairbanks
Studios' Spring Exhibition will be
displayed at the gallery's 109
North Third St. through June 17
Hours are Thursdays ang

THIS SPELLS
HELP FOR LOTS OF
FAMILIES MIS
YEAR!

Great for Birthdays, Wedding Rehearsals
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friends.
* * * 4t •
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3 Bracelets,

A Box of Chocolates,

and a Forever Rose

ONLY 99 •

While Supplies Last

PRIORITY
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1.. .11.1(f •
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Compbai

Valpak

MIL
LETTER CARRIERS'
rocpi, DRIVE
SAT. MAY 8, 10

AFL-CIO

20C
JILINILUIRS
We$ell -Happiness

107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
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NCAA WOMEN'S GOLF REGIONAL

Kennedy
grabs D-1
transfer
MUSHATT WILL SIT
OUT THIS SEASON, BE
AVAILABLE FOR
START OF 611 SEASON

6- 9

DAVE WINDER SPORTS INFORMATION

On Wednesday, the Murray State women's golf team took part in their practice round at Otters Creek Golf Course,
hosted by Indiana University.(Below left) Caroline Lagerborg tees off on No. 1, while (below right) Velvet Milkman,
along with Morgan Cross and Andrea Downer survey the layout of the course. The team begins the three-day tournament today, playing with Jackson State and Detroit.

Tee It Up
RACERS READY FOR NCAA WOMEN'S GOLF CHALLENGE
By MSU Sports Information
Thursday, but more than anything. 1 want our
COLUMBUS. Ind. — The Murray State team to enjoy being in the NCAA Championship
Racers took a tour around Otter Creek GC because its not easy to get here. I want them to
Wednesday for a practice round at the 2010 soak it up, it's a very special thing."
NCAA Women's Golf Championship Central
One of the keys to playing Otter Creek will be
Regional in Columbus. Ind.
getting the ball in the fairway. A shot out of thick
The Racers played in one group with all five rough is what a player gets if they don't hit the
players and MSU Head Coach Velvet Milkman.
ball straight off the tee. The other is getting the
"This is a great golf course," Milkman said. ball in the right spot on the greens as some are
"It's a Robert Trent Jones design from 1964 and very sloped.
you can tell it has stood the test of time. This will
When the Racers tee it up Thursday afternoon.
be a great place to play the NCAA regional."
they'll be playing on their longest course of the
Milkman said going back to the NCAA's for a season, Otter Creek plays 6.416 yards and par-72.
second straight year means four of her five playMSU, the back-to-back champion of the Ohio
ers have gone through the experience once Valley Conference, is the 22nd seed in 24 teams at
already, with the exception of Caroline this regional and will play the first and second
Lagerborg.
rounds with Detroit-Mercy (23rd seed), the cham"It's great going back to the NCAA's again, pion of the Horizon League and Jackson State
because this time most of our team knows what to (24th seed), the champion of the Southwest
expect." Milkman said. "I think the experience Athletic Conference.
factor will help us a lot when we start on
Lagerborg has MSU's first tee time from the
10th hole is at 12:25 p.m. central time with

OX
T

)cker
ise

Morgan Cross (12:36 p.m.). Megan McKinney
(12:47 p.m.), Andrea Downer (12:58 p.m.) and
Joyce Trus(1:09 p.m.) to follow.
Tee times for the third round will be determined by the scores after 36 holes.
The prize for all teams is to finish in the topeight teams and advance to the NCAA
Championship Finals May 18-21 at the Country
Club of Landfall in Wilmington , N.C.
The rest of the NCAA Central Region field is
very strong including seven teams ranked in the
Golf Week Top-25: Arizona State (No. 2), Baylor,
Denver (17), Drake. Florida State, Georgia (13).
Illinois State, Indiana (host of the event). Kent
State, Louisville, Michigan. Michigan State (14).
Mississippi, Missouri. New Mexico (21). North
Carolina State. Northwestern, Notre Dame.
Oklahoma State. Oregon. Purdue (7), San Diego
State. Southern California (4)and Tulsa.
Follow this link for live I8-hole scoring:
http://golfstatresults.com/publiclindex.cfm?tournament_id= 1859

111 It

.
p

Kendrick dazzles, Philly fans stay in their seats

'01

By ROB MAADDI
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA AP) — Kyle
Kendrick and Placido Polanco gave
Philadelphia fans reason to stand and
cheer on a night when they all stayed in
their seats.
Kendrick threw seven impressive
innings. Polanco hit a two-run homer
and the Phalle% beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 4-0 Wednesday night.
In a return to normalcy, no fans ran
onto the field at Citizens Bank Park
atter consecutive games were marred
unruly behavior.
A crowd of 44.261 was the 54th
straight sellout in Philadelphia.
Everyone stayed in the stands for a

111
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change. Some were startled when a ball
girl dashed onto the field during a
pitching change in the eighth before
quickly realizing she was simply going
to get reliever Denny% Reyes' jacket
from the bullpen.
On Monday night, a teenager was
Tasered in the outfield after eluding
security for about 30 seconds. A 34year-old man ran onto the field and
gave himself up without incident
Tuesday night. He was booed by other
fans after interrupting Cole Hamels in
the middle of his windup before he
threw his first pitch in the top of the
ninth. The Phillies were up 1-0 before
the delay and Hamel% lost his shutout
two batters later.

All the focus was back on the players Wednesday. and Kendrick and Brad
Penny provided another pitchers' duel
in a matchup of NL division leaders.
Kendrick (1-1) allowed six hits in
his second-best performance this season. Danys Baez and Jose Contreras
each tossed a perfect inning to finish it.
"He got the ball and threw it."
Phillies manager Charlie Manuel said
of Kendrick. "He had rhythm and
tempo and he had command. He
pitched good."
Shane Victohno hit a solo homer for
the Phillies, who have won five of
seven.
Penny (3-2) gave up three runs and
five hits, striking out six in six innings.

It was the 14th straight quality start by
Cardinals starters, their longest streak
since 1973 when they also had 14 in a
row.
"Sometimes you have to credit the
other team." Penny said. "A couple of
guys hit the ball out of the ballpark and
their pitcher pitched a good game."
Penny retired his first nine batters
before Victonno singled to start the
fourth. Polanco hit the next pitch into
the seats in left-center for a 2-0 lead. It
was the first homer allowed by Penny
this season.
Victorino connected in the sixth for
a 3-0 lead. Pinch-hitter Greg Dobbs
had an RBI double off Mitchell Boggs
in the seventh.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
There's no denying the fact that Racer
head coach Billy Kennedy will be losing
talent when guards B.J. Jenkins and Isacc
Miles graduate at the end of next year.
But maybe more important than their
talent, is their toughness.
On Wednesday. Kennedy signed
,..i LaTreze Mushatt, a 6-foot7111 5 transfer from the
* University of MissouriKansas City.
Last season, Mushatt
averaged 11.3 points and
5.3 rebounds for the
Kangaroos.
ushart
In high school. Mushatt
was one of the top 15 players in the state of
Michigan before signing with UMKC.
At 215 pounds, Kennedy said that
Mushatt is cut from the same mold as that
of departing senior Danero Thomas.
"He's big like that, but more athletic,"
Kennedy said.
Kennedy noted how important it would
be to have Mushatt a year from now, but
said that the transition from having him as
a practice player will pay off in the end.
"We like to bring guys in that will be a
good fit for you practice-wise and then will
be able to step in right away, that's what
we're hoping he can provide for us. We
want some maturity when we lose three
really good seniors and they're all tough
and physical and we need to keep that in
our program after they leave."
Earlier in the signing period. Kennedy
signed JUCO players Bragdon Garrett and
Jeff Reese. Those players will In freshmen Shawn Jackson and Chris Griffin.
who Kennedy signed in the fall of last year.

ovc
ERJ leads
Commissioner's
Cup standings
LAST YEAR'S WINNER
MURRAY STATE
CURRENTLY IN THIRD
By OVC Sports Information
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. — With just
two championships (softball and baseball)
to be decided. Eastern Illinois University
remains in the lead for the 2009-10 Ohio
Valley Conference Commissioner's Cup
all-sport trophy standings: the Cup is a
symbol of overall athletic excellence in
Conference-sponsored championships.
Following the winter championship season the Panthers held a 7.5 point lead over
Eastern Kentucky: following the first six
championships of the spring season (men's
and women's tennis, men's and women's
golf, men's and women's outdoor track and
field) the Panthers have a 6.5 point advantage over the Colonels (98.5 to 921. E1U
was bolstered by first place finishes in each
the men's and women's outdoor track and
field championships.
Eastern Kentucky remained second
thanks in-pan to a first-place finish in
men's tennis. Murray State remains third,
just two points behind EKU (90).
Morehead State is still in fourth (81.5) and
followed by Jacksonville State (79), Austin
Peay (72). Tennessee Tech (67.5),
Southeast Missouri (64.5). UT Martin (47)
and Tennessee State (44).
The award will he decided after the
baseball regular season ends. An official
announcement on the winner will be made
on June I. The award will officially be presented to the winning institution on Friday.
June 4 at the OVC Honors Luncheon.
The 2009-10 season marks the second
for the re-formatted Commissioner's Cup,
which was previously known as the AllSports Trophy. The award (which started in
1962-63 for men's sports and 1980-81 for
women's sports) was previously divided
into a Men's All-Sport Champion and a
Women's All-Sport Champion. Points were
awarded for each of the 18 sponsored
sports and each school was required to
count its totals from each sport in its grand
total.

Norm Wm & lliess
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YOUR WEEKLY
WEDGE OF
LOCAL &
NATIONAL GOLF
www.urnIkaierme

unit: stuts@umfleipLue

PUBLIC
Name of Course:
Miller Meri oriai Golf Course
Phone Number 270-809-2238
Location: Murray
Par 71
Yardage: 6.592 (Blue) 6,239
(White)
Slope: 726 (Blue) 71.1
White)
Manager Will Snodgrass
Hours: 7 am-dark
Greens fee: Guest $24, Twilight $15. Senior $14. Student $10
Carts: $6/9 holes, $12/18
holes per person
Clubs: Rental Clubs $10
Name of Course:
Mineral Mound Golf Course
Phone Number 270-388-3673
Location: Eddyville
Par: 72
Yardage: 6 561
Slope: 130
Manager. Frank Cross, Jr.
Hours: 6.30 a.m - 6 p.m.
Greens fee: 34 75 (weekday),
39 75 (weekends)
Carts: Yes
Clubs: Yes
Specials: Alter 3 p.m —
24.75 (weekdays). 29.75
(weekends)
Name of Course:
Drake Creek Golf Club
Phone Number 270-898-4653
Website: drakecreek.com
Location: Ledbetter
Par 72
Yardage: 6,714 I Blue);
6.215 (White): 5,779 (Yellow);

5,146 (Red)
Slope: 71.6/132 (Blue);
71.6/132 (White); 67.2/123
(Yellow); 68.8/121 (Red)
Manager: Todd Butts
Hours: 7a.m to dark
Greens fee: 18 holes - $21
(M-F). $26 (Weekends & Holidays), $12 (Juniors 12 &
under). 9 - holes $11 (M-F),
$16 (Weekends & Holidays),
$6 (Juniors 12 & under)
Carts: $13 (18 holes everyday.), $8 (9 holes everyday)
Clubs: $20
SEMI-PRIVATE
Name of Course:
0;:iks Country Club
Phone Number 270-753-6454
Website: theoaks.cc
Location: Murray
Par 72
Yardage: 6,333 (Blue) 6.052
(White) 5,090 (Red)
Slope: 69.5/118 (men)
69 5/116 (ladies)
Manager Diane Tindell
Hours: 7a.m -dark
Greens fee:
Carts: $12 per person
Clubs: n/a
Name of Course:
Calved City Country Club
Phone Number 270-395-5831

calvertcitycountryclub.corn
Location: Calvert City
Par 72
Yardage: 6,627 (Blue) 6,406
(White) 5,394 (Gold) 5.005
(Red)
Skim 71.0/115 (Blue),
69.9/113 (White), 64.9/103
(Gold) 670/106 (Red)
Manager
Hours: 7:30 a.m, until dark
Greens fee: $20 (weekday):
$25 00 (weekend)
Carts: $25 (18 holes); $12.50
(nine holes)
Clubs: nia
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No. 18 - Par 3 - 140 yards
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The last hole at Miller where scores can go either way. The player will be required to hit
a solid shot over the lake to a green surrounded by three large bunkers. Usually, tough
pin placements can be expected and with nerves jangling, anything can happen.

Miller offers everything for everybody
By MICHAEL DANN
face over the years and in doing so
Will Snodgrass doesn't care if you're have made it one of the premier playclose to earning your tour card or if ing destinations."
you're just a weekend duffer. The direcHeralded as one of the west Kentor of golf at Miller Memorial Golf tucky lakes region's finest courses, Miller
Course can cater to your needs.
Memorial offers a variety of challenges
With a course that plays 6,000-plus for the most discriminating golfer.
yards from either the white or pro tees,
Measuring 6.592 yards from the
Snodgrass has a hole that offers a dif- championship tees, the par-71 layout
ferent and unique experience each time has two distinct nines which require a
you tee it up.
wide array of shot-making.
"This is one of the best golf coursThe front nine, which is a par 35.
es in our area that has the most char- playing 3,171 yards is set on hilly teracter. 1 believe,- Snodgrass said. "We rain and requires pinpoint accuracy
have really improved the playing sur- from tee to green, whereas the inward

half par 36, 3,421 yards) rewards
length and accurate long iron play.
The longest hole on the course, the
par-five 17th, is 535 yards long, while
the shortest hole is the par-three 16th,
measuring 171 yards.
The Murray course located an Highway 280 has professional manicured bent
grass greensthat are surrounded by 54
sand bunkers, with three scenic water
hazards also coming into play.
The fairways feature automatically
watered Bermuda grass.
'The facility also offers two large
practice putting greens, as well as a

wide two-level practice tee and a spacious 315-yard driving range.
Miller Memorial is carved out of a
beautiful 175 acre tract of land donated to the Murray State University Foun,
dation in 1979 by L. D. Miller. a 1937
MSU Alumnus and prominent Murra
businessman who died in 1992.
The course bears the name of hi,
late wife. Frances Emerson Miller. an
avid golfer who died in 1976. Miller
later donated a clubhouse, modeled
after his own home. Completed in 1990
the structure houses banquets and meet
ings at the course.

MAY GOLF CALENDAR
Alen's Inifltationals
May

Women's Tournaments
May

5— Senior Men's Open (Ballard County

22-23— West Kentucky Ladies Amateur

Country C(ub)

)Mayfield-Graves Country Club)

8-9-- Early Bird Invitational (Ca(vert City

2$— Lady Bird Invitational (Calvert City

County Club)
13— Purchase Area Senior Olympics
(Paxton Park Golf Course)
15-16— Benton Invitational (Benton
Country Club)
17— U.S. Open local qualifying (Idle
Hour Country Club, Lexington)
18— AT&T ,Kentucky State Amateur
qualifier (Owerjboro Country Club)
22—AT&T Kentu;ky State Amateur quellher (Country Club of Paducah)
22-23— 50th Quertermous Invitational
(Murray Country Club)
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HOME • AUTO • LIFE
PGA SCOREBOARD

'(Drake Creek Golf Club)
22_ or eration State Tournament 9-ho(e
(Drake Creek Golf Club)

Should the Players Championship at TPC Sawgrass
be considered a 5th Major
by the PGA"
Respond via lamed to
sports rnurrayledger corn

Murray

,tualt.alexandetkrk,,tbr
(270)753-477

0— Operation State Tournament 9-hole

May 16 at Seneca Golf Course
in Louisville, will focus primarily on promotion of golf
for women. Listed below are
the host facilities and event
dates.
West Paducah's opportunity
to take pan in Play Golf America DaNs will he
Saturday, May 22
The Golf Complex
Paducah, Kentucky
1270) 442-9221
tininv.thegolfcomplex.com

ii

sponsor

1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray, Kentuck

Junior Tournaments
May

May is Play Golf America Month in Kentuc
Staff Report

Stuart Alexander

Country Club)
Couples Tournaments
May15-16-- Miller Memorial Couples
'(Miller Memorial Golf Course)
2030-- Guys & Dolls (Futton County
Club)

AROUND THE STATE

Play Golt America Days are
FREE consumer festivals offering golfers of all abilities and
all ages a special day to test
the latest in golf equipment.
tune-up lessons from PGA Professionals. skill challenges and
contests, and more. The Kentucky Section PGA (KPGA) is
pleased to announce that May
is Play Golf America Month
in Kentucky, and has scheduled four Play Golf America
events across Kentucky during
the month of May. One of the
events, scheduled for Sunday.
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World Golf Ranking
By The Associated Press
Through May 2
1 Tiger Woods
USA
1 1 17
2 Phil Nickelson
USA
966
3 Steve Strcker
USA
7 75
4 Lee westwood
Eng
7 74
5 Jim Furyk
USA
7 06
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E ter
7 lay
E
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59
12
8
8
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12
13
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16
17
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i
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Anthony Kim
USA
Padraitg Harrington hi
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Col
Geoff Ogilvy
Aus
Relief Gcosen
SAI
Robert Alkanby
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Hunter Mahan
USA
Henrik Stenson Swe
Luke Donald
Eng
YE Yang
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Sean 0.Hair
USA

5 87
53
5 11
5 10
457
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4 14
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388
369

22
23
24
25
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28
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3
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32
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35
36
37
38
39
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41
43
2
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Chan Schwartzel SAI
Kenny Perry
USA
Angel Cabrera
Arg
Sergio Garcia
Esp
Stewart Cink
USA
Nick Watney
USA
Dustin Johnson USA
Lucas Glover
USA
(3u
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lss
son Swe
Alvaro
Roberta ro
Ross Fisher
E ng
sP
Zech Johnson
USA
man Kuchar
USA
K J Cho.
Kor
Edoardo Molinarilt a
Mtguel Angel Jimenez Esp
Ryo Isheawa
Jpn
Yule Ikeda
Tim Clark
j
SPn
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Francesco Molinari ha
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NOTABLE
J.B. Holmes
USA

360
3.56
3 53
3 50
344
3 33
330
3.28
3.26
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3
315
21
3 13
303
286
2 78
268
267
25
48
6
247
2 46
2 46
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Learn How To Cut Your
Mowing Time In Half
G

oreiivoroce

1,041

Cypress Springs
Restaurant

3-in-1 cutting system
4" deep cutting deck -

.42" or so" wide
Automatic braking system
Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

/
1
4

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Join (Please
UscallFor
Mother's Day!
ahead for groups
of eight or more )

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
270-436-5491
www.cypressepringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

MURRAY HOME 8.1 AUTO, INC.
MURRAY

976 CHESTNUT ST

270-753-2571
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10 years ago
Dr. Tony L. Brannon. professor and chair of the department of agriculture at Murray
State University, presented a
seminar at the annual meeting
of the Kentucky Division International Association for Administrative Professionals.
Published is a picture of
Carolyn Paschall of Kirksey
Woodmen of the World Lodge
170. presenting a check to Josh
Smith. senior at Calloway
County High School for project graduation.
Edd Asbridge. Murray was
elected the Kroger Company
Zone 8 Store Manager of the
year.
20 years ago
Murray State University has
been awarded one of the two
gold medals by the Council
for Advancement and Support
Education in recognition of
"Specific Constituency Support
Improvement- in its fund-raising program.
Area citizens showed their
support of Life House Crisis
Pregnancy Center in Murray
by participating in a fund-raising Walk-a-thon.
Day long activities marked
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's observance of National
Nurses Day. A joint city-county proclamation named May 7
Nurses Day in Murray and
Calloway County.
30 years ago
Dr. Howell R. Clark, a professor of chemistry at Murray
State University. will be awarded the Student Government
Association's first Max A. Carman Teaching Award.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
sponsor a fund-raiser for the
Murray-Calloway County Corn-

munity Theatre.
Published is a picture of
state qualifiers Christine Spann
and Velvet Jones. region medalist, after Murray finished third
in region tournament.
Dr. Yushin Yoo and Betty
Lowry were speakers at the May
Fellowship Day Program at
First Christian Church.
40 years ago
Mrs. Allen Russell will
receive the doctor of philoshpy
degree from George
Peabody College of Nashville,
Tenn.
H.T. Waldrop. Murray Realtor. was named by Rotary International President to serve as
an assistant sergeant-at-arms at
the annual Rotary International Convention.
The Kirksey Baseball Association held tryouts for the
summer season.
The
Carter
Elementary
School had its annual music program.
50 years ago
Anita Brandon is valedictorian and Sandra Badwell is
salutatorian of the 1960 graduating class of Kirksey High
School.
Calloway County has 17
active
homemaker
clubs,
according to Barletta Wrather,
home demonstration agent. Published is a page feature on
National Homemakers Week
for May 2-7.
60 years ago
New officers of Ladies Auxiliary of Calloway County Post
5638 of Veterans of Foreign
Wars are Mrs. Helen Shroat,
Mrs. Stute Hamlin. Jr., Mrs.
George E. Overbey, Mrs. Bertha
Dunn. Mrs.Groover Parker,
Mrs. B.C. Albritten, Mrs. Geraldine Brewer and Mrs. Hasten
Wright.

COMICS / FEATURES
Natural-born klutzes reach
out to lend woman a hand
DEAR ABBY: "Just Clumsy in Amarillo" 1March 24)
could be my twin. I am also a
klutz who bruises easily. Years
ago, when I was a brand-new.
EMT. my arms were so bruised
and purple from lifting stretchers that co-workers started asking if my
husband was
beating me.
Luckily, my
husband, a
submariner.
was on patrol
at that time
so it let him
off the hook.
My husband used to
tell me the
By Abigail
only reason
Van Buren
he
didn't
worry too much about me at work
was because I wore steel-toed
boots, and he suggested I buy
steel-toed flip-flops and slippers. I can walk through the
house and trip over nothing at
all. I once broke all the toes
on one foot sliding off an exam
table in a doctor's office.
Tell "Clumsy' to hang in
there. She's not alone. Lord
knows there are a lot of us klutzes
out there and she's in good
company. As long as she can
keep a sense of humor about
her condition, she'll be fine. -ANOTHER KLUTZ IN UTAH
DEAR ANOTHER KLUTZ:
1 received many responses
regarding being accident-prone.
While many readers shared their
"graceless" moments, others
pointed out that it could be
caused by a medical problem.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I have an
inherited neuromuscular disorder called Charcot-Marie-Tooth
disease, also known as CMT.

Dear Abby

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. May 6.
the 126th day of 2010. 'There are
239 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 6. 1910, Britain's
Edwardian era came to an end
upon the death of King Edward
VII. he was succeeded by George
V.
On this date:
In 1859. Georgia miner John
H. Gregory discovered a lode of
gold in Colorado.
In 1861. Arkansas seceded from
El

E3 V

the Union.
In 1889. the Paris Exposition
formally opened. featunng the just.
completedEiffel Tower.
In 1935. President Franklin D.
Roosevelt signed an executive
order creating the Works Progress
Administration.
In 1917. the hydrogen-filled
German airship Hindenburg burned
and crashed in Laketturst. N J..
killing 35 of the 97 people on
board and a Navy crewman on
the ground.
In 1942, dunng World War II

some 15,000 Americans and hlipinos on Corregidor surrendered
to the Japanese.
In 1954. medical student Roger
Bannister broke the four-minutc
mile during a track meet in Oxford.
England. in three minutes. 59.4 seconds.
In 1960, President Dwight 13
Eisenhower signed the Civil Rights
Act of 1960. Britain's Princes.;
Margaret mamed Antony Armstrong-Jones, a commoner, at Westminster Abbey. (They divorced in
1978.)
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Compounding pharmacies
aid Armour Thyroid users

It is also called motor sensory
DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently.
Your column addressed the diffineuropathy or peroneal muscuculty of obtaining Armour Thylar atrophy.
roid
CMT affects the peripheral
I would like to tell your readnerves. A common symptom is
ers that they can still get porcine
short wide feet with very high
thyroid capsules Have them made
arches, weak ankles and tripup by a comping over our own feet. Falling
pounding
UP the stairs is what we do
pharmacy_
best. At family reunions, we sir
Unfortunatearound comparing our
ly. the cost is
feet and the bruises from ow
about three
frequent falls.
times higher
'Clumsy" should see a neuI about SI a
rologist for nerve conduction
day), but for
testing. The extent of her frethose of us
quent "accidents" and bruising
who choose a
is not normal, and she nee,!more natural
to know what the problem is.
way. it is
worth it.
-- ESTHER. AN R N. IN IDAHO
By
DEAR
DEAR ABBY: You were right
Dr Peter Gott
READER:
to tell "Clumsy' that she shouldYou bnng up a point I neglectn't avoid her fnends as that would
ed to mention in my original artionly increase their suspicions.
cle Becoming more and more
However, she also needs to .
popular. compounding is a method
include her fiance more in their
by which physicians can prescribe
social activities. If her friends
and pharmacists can prodoce triedget to know him and discover
and-true medications. I congratuthat he is a kind and compaslate you for thinking outside the
sionate person who respects
box on this matter.
boundaries and knows how to
As a point of information.
control his temper. their suspiArmour Thyroid in 1 grain (60
cions of abuse will be allayed.
mg) and I/2 grain (30 mg) doses
-- CARLA IN VIRGINIA
has been manufactured and shipped
since February 2010. according to
DEAR ABBY: As a child.
the manufacturer. They apparentmy mother always chided me
ly selected these two doses because
to "watch out, pay attention and
up to 70 percent of all people
look where you are going." I
take the medication in one dose
had bruises all over from bumpor the other, or through a coming into things. At 45, I learned
bination of both.
from an ophthalmologist that I
As I previously indicated.
had NO depth perception. Now
Armour Thyroid underwent reforI understand why I must look
mulation. There was a decrease
down when stepping off curbs
in the amount of dextrose and an
or drive five car lengths behind
increase in the amount of celluother cars. etc. "Clumsy" needs
lose, and cornstarch was added.
to get a thorough eye exam and
As you might imagine. some users
have her depth perception meashave reported problems with the
ured. -- MADE SENSE OF IT
new formula. Because the tablets
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Horoscope
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday, May 7, 2010:
This year. you open up to nest.
ideas, new friends and a very:
different lifestyle. Those who
are content might want to revitalize their existing commitments, and not take them for
granted. You have get-up-andgo with personal issues. Some
of you might want to redecorate
your home. A move is a possibility. If you are single, curb the
impulse to move in a new sweetie. Get to know this person
much better. If you are attached,
the two of you could argue
more. Look at the base of the
arguments. Control? Power?
Respect your differences, as you
will never be able to control
each other. PISCES proves to be
a friend.

ARIES (March 21-Audi 19)
*** Although you might have
oodles of work, tension seems to
leave your body. You actually
enjoy what you are doing
TAURUS(Apdl 20-May 20)
***** Zero in on your needs
and expectations. A meeting
could prove to be instrumental in

making this desire a reality.
Utilize avant-garde thinking.
Brainstorm. You could
be
amazed by your options.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You admire another person's approach. Clearly, this person is unique. Your instincts
guide you with a difficult boss or
associate
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your ability to read
beyond the words and to hear
what isn I being said allows for
greater sensitivity and business
acumen. You can and will
accomplish a lot if you tap into
this source of knowledge.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A partner comes forward
with an excellent idea. You can
finally hear this person, as he or
she can you. You clear out problems. A new sense of bonding
becomes possible.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others come forward
with ideas. Your ability to get to
the bottom of an issue emerges.
Your creativity is on the upswing.
Your instincts prove to be nghton about someone you put on a
pedestal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** All work and no play can
make Libra very boring. When
all's said and done, you still
might decide to work, as you are
"into" a project. If you want to do
something just for you, make
plans to do just that.
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YOU'RE
STRANGE

WHY DO I
EVEN BOTHER
TO KEEP
MYSELF UP'
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1 Took cover
4 Science class
7 Fuel cartel
11 — Linda. Calif.
12 Literary miscellany
13 Stylishly elegant
14 Speeches
16 Jai —
17 Financial
backer
18 Ticket into
20 Lawyer's
charge
21 Gays
23 — longg
26 Chapeaux
27 Turkish currency
28 Far East temple
31 Appalls
33 Wagon part
34 "The Sunshine
—"
35 Grassy field
36 Hesitate
1

38 Stomach muscles
41 Finalizes
43 More up-to-date
45 Pisces or Libra
47 Long-tailed
game bird
49 Cattle mover
50 Part of a giggle
51 Bigger than
elite
52 Somber ever
greens
53 Everybody
54 Utmost degree
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HERE 5 THE WORLD
WAR I FLYING ACE
RETURNING TO THE
AERODROME.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your imagination is
most definitely on the upswing
Your ability to move forward
might be curtailed by a demanding personal situation. Often.
you juggle so much that it feels
as if nothing gets accomplished
Consider a change of pattern.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You might opt to wort( from
home in order to achieve what
you want. You also need some
time away from the hectic pace
of the world. You might wonder
which way to go with a financial
decision.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to
understarid what is happening
with a close friend, relative or
neighbor. but cannot start a conversation about this matter. Do
take advantage of an opening.
even if it starts out as anger.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Be aware of how much
you offer to the mix. Your selfconcept is changing radically,
and when you occasionally stop
to take stock you note differences. A partner's or friend's
invitation could be quite allunng
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your mood is on the
upswing. As a result, you are
more likely to zero in on what
you want. The reactions of those
close to you test you to the max
You might need to rethink your
ideas and your fnendships.

Crosswords
ACROSS

°):

are taken by many people sublingually, they. don't appear to dissolve as easily (perhaps becausc
of the cornstarch), and they aren't
as sweet as before, making them
unpleasant to taste. Other user,
report palpitations. fatigue. weight
gain, hair loss and more.
Readers
experiencing:
unusual side effects not present
prior to the reformulation should
speak with their physicians to
determine whether ctimpouriding or
conversion to an alternative is the
correct way it) proceed
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a
friend who has MS She has a
new problem that the many test,
she has taken have shed no light
on for the cause or remedy. Everything she eats tastes saky, and
she has a salty taste in her mouth
all the time Needless to say, this
has affected her appetite and is
causing her much anxiety: She
only takes medication for high
blood pressure. as well as a monthly sitamin BI 2 shot and a recently added weekly %Hamm D shot
Do you have any idea what would
cause the new symptonf! What
can she do to get nd of rt?
DEAR READER: Multiple
sclerosis is generally considered
to be an autoimmune disease that
affects the central nervous system. From your brief note it is
my gues,
, that your friend has
had the condition for some time
Therefore. I must interpret her
symptoms are related to one ol
the following: dehydration with
inadequate daily fluid intake.
antithyroid medications: neurAlogteal disorders; or sinusins and
postnasal dnp. Saving the most
likely cause for last. I feel she
is, in a sense of the word, 'overdosing' on BI2. because many supplements contain a recommended
daily value of 200 percent.

Dr. Gott

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

system
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19 Retirees
income
22 RR terminal
24 Joan Van —
25 Contains
26 Furrow maker
27 Part of UCLA
28 Buddy
29 Logging tool
30 North Atlantic
port
31 Distress signal
32 Scavenging
animal
34 Orchard unit
36 Squawkbox.
briefly
37 — Centauri
38 Hold off for
39 Park amenity
40 Mex miss
42 Boundaries
44 Sports network
45 Mole maybe
46 Vexation
48 Sushi morsel
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads tor any
error Murray

Ledge, & Times will be

responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

Legal Notice
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$8.50 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
40', Discount 3rd Run.
(Al!3 Ads Must Run Within o Day Period)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
\I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver,

1k0.12p.m.
Vied 10 un.
Thtr 10 a.m.
Thur. 11 pin.

Way
FfidlY
Saturday
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VISA

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service'Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

sre

James 0. Lamb & Family

010
Local
Notice
PUBII.C_N(YTIcF
\

by Calloway County at
20. 2010 at 5:00p.m.
•r the purpose of obtaining citizens comments
,-,:ording the possible uses of the County Road Aid
GI3A) and Local Economic Assistance I LGEA
public hearing will he held

Judicial Building on May

iAl.Nerested

persons in Calloway County are

p

to submit verbal or vontter.
comments on possible uses of the CRA or LGEA
Funds.
raartfid to the hearing

Larry Elkins
County Judge/Executive

STRAWBERRIES
FOR SALE

753-4802
l'&171( Paschall
.THOolurray Ledger &
NTinlet considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur_
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
YOU pick strawberries
Louise Sins. 270-3546585.

FOUND: Male Black
Lab mix, muzzle, red
collar. Found between
Hazel
Murray
&
Animal
Contact
Shelter.

IMMEDIATE OPENING
BRIGGS & STRATTON

BRIGHTER Horizons
Child Development
Center located at 629
N. 4th street is hinng a
full-time infant
teacher immediately
Early childhood expenerice and some college education preferred but not required.
Minimal requirements:
Babysitting experience
and three lob references. Contact
Director Cassie
Teague at 759-1926 to
inquire.
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
an
Assistant
for
Director of Nursing.
an
RN
Must
be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Long-term
care experience preferred. We offer an
excellent benefit package. Apply in person
at Britthaven of Benton
2607
Main
Street
Benton, KY 42025. No
phone calls please.
EOEJAAE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section

Bnggs & Stratton is the world's largest manufacturei- of air cooled engines
and is seeking a dedicated team player to execute strategy set by
business leadership or Commodity Managers and be responsible for the
approval, control and day-to-day procurement function within area of
responsibility. This includes investigating all new developments relative to
material and supplies and making recommendations designed to reduce
total costs, improve quality and ensure an adequate supply of all goods
and services. We are an EVA (Economic Value Added) company.
Applicants must meet the following minimum qualifications for eligibility.
-Bachelor's degree in Business or related field Masters degree
preferred. CPM Certification desired.
*Previous supervisory experience preferred.
*Minimum of ten years of experience in supply chair, or related field in a
continuous process. high volume manufacturing environment.
.Comprehensive understanding of integrated supply chain management
.ncluding broad knowledge of the principles, methods and practices
related to procurement ancVor purchasing.
-Knowledge of supplier commodity processes and practices.
.Well-developed organizational skills and the ability to handle multiple
pncrities simultaneously.
*Excellent written and verbal communication and interpersonal skills to
interact with diverse groups of people inside and outside of the
corporation and to lead teams through complex protects.
*Excellent analytical skills and the ability to exercise Judgment and make
critical decisions.
•Demonstrated proficiency with PC software (word processing, spread
&Tolerance (GD&T) pnricipies.
'Thorough understanding of how to select and build appropriate supply
strategies based on operational needs.
Purchasing Manager's iob will consist of the following
responsibilities:
•Managenal responsibilities which may include but not be limited to: inter
viewing, hiring, coaching and developing employees
Planning, assigning and directing work: EEOAA
-Performance management; department budget
•Manage internal and external customer/supplier relationships
*Measure the performance of the supply base and ensure reporting
processes are in place
-Develop strategically linked and functionally integrated sourcing
strategies
&Work within the B&S corporate framework to leverage total cost
reductions and quality improvement recommendations
*Evaluate new developments relative to matenals, supplies and services
-Review and interpret supplier contracts
-Oversee the approval and control of the purchasing function of the facility
•Verify accuracy of purchase orders
•Serve as liaison with Engineering Buyer supporting new product
introduction and the hand-off to the manufactunng facility as applicable
*Ensure quality resolution mechanism is in place and working
*Job may require travel of a scheduled or urgent nature
-Perform other duties and responsibilities as requested or required
Salary is dependent on education and experience.
Interested applicants must respond no later than
May 10, 2010.
Please submit online resume to: www.briggsandstratton.com
Bnggs & Stratton
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position:
RN afternoon shift Monday - Friday,
We one; competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed ir
the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

webpage at
murray ledger corn.
you will be redirected
to tobnetwork 0,111
By default.
Murray and local piti
listings will appear on
this website

JUST give us a call,
:we'll be glad to help,
'Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

However, as a national
sychsite, not all listings
in the kihnetwork corn
are placed through
the Mumiy Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position, We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOLAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray

GOLF carts gas &
electric 293-6430

group

METAL Roofing
#1 40 year 29-ga.
$1 99
#2 non warranty 29ga. $1.76
19 different colors
Country Metals
1270(970-7084

1111,1101•1,0111,..111(

Floor & Shift Supervisor
Team Leaders & Fragrance Specialist
A local manufacturing facility is looking for individuals to work in the production department as Floor and Snift supervisors and Team Leaders and
Fragrance Specialist. Candidates must posess assertiveness, initiative
and have the ability to multi-task, pay special attention to details, and
coordinate daily operations and activities within or between departments.
Must enforce safety and sanitation regulations.
2 years experience in related field required for supervisory positions.

STORM
SHELTERS
Starks Bros.

Wow ta Benton
or Mayilaid KY.
Call
14OS-455.3001
for uses* prim

Exceller_tt Perieftlyacitego:
•Health • dental - vision - supplemental insurance
•9 paid holidays
• 401K
-Vacation
This is a full time position with a fast growing company.

Appilancas

Please send resume to:
MVP Group pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield KY 42066
leannatucker@mvpgroupint.com

eMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

KENMORE side-by
side ref/freezer. White
26.5 cu.ft., ice/water
nice. $250 firm.
270-753-6430,
270-293-7523.

GREAT

COLLEGES
.
"'"
•
"
1""

Assistant Professor in Agnbusiness, SCri001
of Agriculture. Murray State University.
Tenure-track position to begin August 2010.
Qualifications: Master's and PhD in
Agriculture Business or related field required.
Applicants with all but dissertation (ABD) with a
documented plan of completion by June 2011
will be considered. Documented successful
teaching experience required. General background and work experience within the broad
area of Agriculture Business preferred.
Demonstrated skills in communications, human
relations and leadership in the field of
Agribusiness preferred. Responsibilities:
Course load of 12 hours per semester including courses such as Agncuitural Economics,
Statistics, Agribusiness Records, Farm
Management, Agriculture Finance, Quantitative
Methods, and other Agribusiness courses. The
successful candidates will be responsible for
teaching undergraduate and graduate courses
in agribusiness and agncultural economics and
developing new courses that will enhance the
current Agnbusiness curriculum. Public service
and research activities, undergraduate student
advising, and the establishment of a positive
rapport with regional agnbusiness fornS are further requirements. Participates in research and
scholarly activities and serve on committees.
Take an active rote in conducting a quality
graduate program. Provide service support to
agriculture. Application Deadline: Postmarked
by May 21, 2010. To Apply: Please Visit rnurraystateiobs.conVapplicantsiCentral?quickFind
=50470 Minorities are encouraged to apply.

St'PERIOR
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LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WAREI-ELKINS

I

" 605 E Soutt 12+ St

(270) 753-1713

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
$3000 3 months- carrier delivery
753-1916

,irmarrITir!
P

Give her a subscription to the

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery

Local Mail

6 mu..-.-......555.09
1 yr........-..5105.00

me. ---"
---$35*"
$63.00
g
1 yr. --- 5110.00

Rest of Ki7iN

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 me...
$%.00

iCsituwayi

1Pur,ear & Buchanan,

Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity, liCE/D. AA
employer.

MATCHING Stove &
Refrigerator- $300.00
$175.00 each
270)873-2538

•Rcsii kit

(2701978-7145
(270i978-2076

3

SPECIAL!!!
Check

for ONLY 585

Money Order

Visa

Name

per month.
PART time reception's
needed 15-20 hours
per week $7.25 per
hour Must be able to
work Saturdays Send
resumes to PO Box
1040-G, Murray, KY
42071

PAINTERS
Wanted:
Local painting contractor is recruiting expenenced
professional
painters. Must have at
least 4yrs experience.
Please call (270)7536895 leave message.
No walk-in applications
accepted.

Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

To email your ad
classified 0:
murrayledier corn

TITLE Clerk,' F&I oasis
font wanted. Prefer title
experience.
work
strong computer skills
and strong communication skills to deal
with public. 40 hours
per week_ $9.00 hour.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-G Murray,
KY 42071

CHRISTIAN Childcare
Center
Now open. Enrolling
ages 0-5. $23 per day.
$110 weekly.
810 Whitnell St. by
Neon Beach
767-1177
RENTAL and office
cleaning. 227-6535.

2BR LO
753-601;
270
Mobile

1996 We
mobile
acre. Twi
Hardin. E
$24,000.
)270)205

2003 Cl
3BR, 213J
shingle n
489-252!

NICE 2 b
pets 753

NICE 2BI
No cats

Apar*

1 OR 2br
downtowi
Lease an
required

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

could be yours

Call 753-1916

A Licensed Plumber
Must have
ourneyman or Master
Plumbing license &
recent plumbing experience Please call
753-2355

EXPERIENCED Heavy
Diesel Truck
Duty
Mechanic needed for a
growing truck shop.
This is an excellent
opportunity to work for
an established company.
Qualifications
include diagnose and
repairs problems in the
areas including all
external component
replacements and routine repairs. perform
preventative maintenance, minimum of two
years industry experience, and must provide own tools. If interested, please call
270 492-8837_

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

Taking Applications for

This 1x1.5

Joh listings Thank you

ECONOMY TIRE IS
NOW HIRING FOR
TIRE
CHANGER.
EXPERIENCE HELPFUL, BUT NOT NEC753-8500
ESSARY.
FOR APPT
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls

[
11Rant to Buy

Of Murray Needs a Purchasing Manager

on our classifieds

FOUND: Older Jack
!Russell mix, collar. broken pink leash. Found
et Auto Credit Max on
12th St. Can be
,s'en at Animal Shelter

NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

sheets) and SAP and a basic knowledge of Geometnc Dimension

Murray State University is accepting bids from
qualified contractors for Doyle Fine Arts emergency
generator project, on the campus of Murray State
University There will be a pre-bid conference at
1000AM. May 14, 2010 Bids will open May 25
2010 at 2:00PM Contractors may receive a copy of
the Ind advertisement by contacting Steven
Stapleton (270)809-4099 and referencing
rC-"Q1S-10
`,
4 1

P00,
20 Yea
Pool Taal
Serm
731

060

MID U Fillt\k1
Thank You for the calls and
prayers in our time of sorrow
following the death of Polly
Lamb. I would like a special
thanks to all the nurses at
MCCH and to Dr. Blalock for
all his care during her sickness
Also, thank you to everyone at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
. - and to Bro. Dale and Bro.
- Parish for their comforting
words. This world has lost a
wonderful wife and mother,
but god gained one.

GRAIN
daily at
ergrain c

1BR, la
from MS
rushed. $
752-1178

1BR, pr
various
Coleman
753-9898

2BR, dup
floors, al
clean, m
414N
270-227-1

2BR near
ances fur
C/H/A. Ci
753-9898

2BR, 1.5E
house vei
Coleman

2BR. Can
redecorat
hook-up,
ances, no
$385/mo.

2BR. du
refrgeratc
227-7414

4BR. C/Iances. C
753-9898

4BR, OF,
ances C
753-9898

Callow
ESN,
Apai

1505 Dii
Murray,
One
Bedroun
270.'
MD 14
Equal

LARGE 31
newly remr
campus,
$600 wale
trash furni
pets.759-4
293-4660

NOW
1. 2 & 3b(
We acci
8 vc
Apply at N
902 Noi
Mc
Wednes,
Phone
Equal
Opp,
TDD #1-8,

11
3BR,
remodeler
detached
mile from
limits we
pets. $65
security d(
753-1718

Mail this coupon with payment to

3BR. 1 BA.
included
$650/dep
Sycamore
1710 Farrr
$750/mo.
(270)293-4
(270)293-:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

3BR, 26
garage,
Coleman F
753-9898

I St Address__
I
City
Zip_
:lute

er & Times

.'Olurray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS
,
PUBLIC AUCTION

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 MAPLE ST
(270) 761-7653
Recliners $199.95
T ihle R 4 chi-n.

[NES
-Fri.10 Lot
-kite un.
-Iko. 10 un.
- Von. 12 p.m.
- Viet 10 un.
-Thu. 10
- Thur. 12 p.m.

GRAIN prices posted
daily at www snoemakergrain corn
200
Sports ECIOINNIIII

Pool Table Guy
20 Years Experience
Pool Tables Bought SCA:
Serviced and Moved
731 819 4655

VISA

26
IMbile Home Lots For Sais
onpuirs

2BR. LOT $8.500
753-6012
270
Noble Homes For Sale

OMPUTERS
,ice, Sales
& Upgrades
i9.3556

Nit to Buy

--ES Call Larry
3

s, trucks and
436-5235,

1996 West Wind 16x80
mobile home on 7
acre. Two miles west of
Hardin. 687 Penny Rd.
$24,000. Call Daniel
)270)205-1847
2003 Clayton 16)(84,
3BR, 2BA. vinyl siding,
shingle roof. nice. 270489-2525.

4
old pocket
Id coin collec3-6099

NICE 2 bedroom no
pets 753-9866
NICE 2BR $28500
No cats 753-6012

paid for
used guns
on Sporting
519S 12th,
Aurray

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

Midas
'of site

ins gas &
293-6430

1BR, IBA apt. 2 blks
from MSU. Water furnished. $325imo
752-1178

Roofing
at 29-ga

1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.

varranty 296
ent colors
Metals
)-7084

2BR, duplex, wood/tile
floors, all appliances
clean, modern $400
414N 8th St
270-227-8627

PORM
KLTERS

2BR near MSU, appliances furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

rks Bras.
s On Benton

eyfield KY.
Ceti

2BR, 1 5BA. towna
house very nice
Coleman RE 753-9898

B-455-3001
es & aokaw

2BR, Carport, patio,
redecorated. W/ID
hook-up, new appliances, no pets.
$385/mo. 293-6070

IpplUNICN

RE side-by
freezer. White
.ft., ice/water.
50 fern.
-6430,
-7523.

2BR, duplex, stove,
refrigerator, no pets
227-7414.

NG Stove &
ator- $300 00
00 each
3-2538

4BR. CM/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

4BR. C/H/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898

C11110Way Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

RGE
ECTION
PPLIANCES
D ELKINS

South 12141-St

753-1713

1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Est, 283
twatopporkinik

Ct

v..
'VE IT:
m
yn to the

IMES

al Mail

liter Mail
icriptions
$75.00

-.--$145.00

ta

MK'

nent to:

uses

Fl

18

1
1

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/N/A, W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD a1-800-648-6056

36R,
1 BA, newly
C/H/A.
emodeled.
detached garage. .5
mole from Murray city
limits west side. No
pets. $650/mo, $650
security deposit.
753-1718
38R. IBA, W&D
included $650/mo.
$650/dep 603
Sycamore 3BR, 1BA
1710 Farmer Ave
$750/mo. $750/deP
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
3BR, 2BA. 2 car
garage, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

5.4TE RIMS'. MAY 8.2010 - 10:00 A.M.
PARIS. TN - 210 F orrest Heights Rd.
From downtown Paris take Vt. %A mid Street i Hwy.
541 approximately I milt to Forrest Heights Rd.
Selling patrol can and ,eized :chicks for Henry
(aunty .Sherill', Department
i F or detalls/pictures slat our website:
wwlitakigatio_kinatzikousugm

3BR. 2BA
C/H/A
detached garage, in
Hazel, all appliances.
no pets $525 plus
deposit & references.
753-1759.
48R, 1.58A, CM/A, all
appliances. $575/mo.
$575/deposit. Lease
required. No pets. 609
Sycamore.
270-293-0476,
270-492-8736.

AS F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

I an. Fr -I, 041.11.1e•

Ministorage

S ir 14 v....t.rh!(• le, I,. rJr,

AU sizes to
fit our needs
Located by
From radio station
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

753-8359 759-9854
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

)LL

P1‘11 •I

gag1114 thiCtien Sete/ice
.

101,2f1 Auctioneer & Real Estate Bro•e,
200 Adkins Lane • Puryear TN 38251
Telephone 7311247-3784
Doug Taylor AuctioneerRealtor
Tri LK .2'I 2• Ky LK #RP7209 Firm 41782
dTayfor letade Auctions Are Better-

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

270;753-5562
JI&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
corner rit 121 & Girkua,
110X10 $25 lex15 $40
(270)4342524
(270) 293-6906

Friday May 14th 2010 06:00 PM (CST)
41 Panorama Drive • Murray, Kentuck%

Front Murray Al 12th 8 Main: Take Main St 'KY • 94 Last 33 14111,:',.
Continue On 45-2EI0 7 2 Miles T3 Rivennew Blvd collo* River \nee.
To Panorama Or Proceed AuCrOu S te Signs Posted,'

I

i;

A NICE 2 BEDROOM BRICK HOME LOCATED ONE BLOCK
FROM KENTUCKY LAKE IN PANORAMA SHORES'

I

NI. vii

BUILDING & LOT
ye u N II(it'll ((‘..1,, lb...,.Ihtifteraal lleaI 11,
(ril:ngt • V 11414 If r(11.1111 Parker • IIone: I- boor
AU.hr Ifen W.1111.1.( t•IflrI .1 Mfg(1.1.11, - 2( ritual Ilea(
A It, I riet• • (M.oroatt, R..11-rd • II0(4,1(...) •
Ye((1.51)1 Ifni/A(1 rpoei 4 K.., 1(.111•tl•• I,o st,rI •
UMW I• 1.1W15 1 A.:nem Polo rth:11 '
1 ..r tpairtne( nr.
Pm an Prorfies - (111161% 1( I'l I.l RON I 1 I Ir 11141
OFFERED AS A GOING BUSINESS A WALK-OUT TRANSACTION
Also Building Offered Separately
A FIxtunes Individually
Bar. Pool Room' Food. Lounge 114 Dancing

4 Blocks From University of TN at
Martin - 6,100 Student Enrollment
125 Current Seating Capacity
%TN I vsi(15 ,.: It, Iv '11 51' 1Loses.11 We,I "molt c. 3 thirii 115-liai i hua 14 ,r$ Ayr 1/41.4. I milk,

10% Bu ers Premium Added To Final Bid

SEE OUR VVESSITE:

GREAT LOCATION ONE BLOCK FROM THE WATER' COMMUNITY BOAT RAMP
ACCESSIBLE ONLY 10 MILES FROM MURRAY! SEASONAL WATERVIEW
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS COM FOR ADDITIONAL PHOTOS,

Real Estate Begins At 6.00 PM. Auction Held On Site.
MEAL Saran

iTE
HARRIS REAL EST
CTION
0034 HARRIS BROKER,AUCTICINEER -no.00w et.E24
ANCHAEL HARRIS BROKER
./AUCTIONER TV 0453.•
KIIINIFTH HARRIS REAL TORAUCTIONEER
BEN SOUNGER REALTOR/APP AUCTIONEER

3856 sr. Kt, i i North • Maitield. 133
or trgtii Pernbroitor Rd, • Horkawiille. AI

4-PARTY
YARD SALE

161 PRIMROSE

315 IRVAN ST.
Ott of Sycamore
Friday
7:00-3:00

DRIVE,
HAFAILIN
FRIDAY

50X60 garage for rent
with (2) 1 4ft doors ar
compressor and rack
270-767-0443.
270-226-9280

SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
Tools, fishing stuff.
household & misc.
Yard Sits

Pets& Supplies
PUGS tor sale
978-1926

GARAGE SALE
1126 CIRCARAMA
Across from Glendale church
Thursday & Friday May 6 & 7

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE

SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC. CKC. shots.
wormed. $300 270251-0310 evenings.

1006 PAYNE
STREET

9888 & 9910 State Route 303 (Jerry Stewart Hwy.) :
(Cuba Rd.), Mayfield. KY (The Cuba Community) ..
,
- \A
\
NMI

a

ft

MINIATURE
Schnauzer, male. puppies, black with silver
markings. current on
shots. AKC registered
$350 270-362-7645

SPECIAL!!!

Electronics,

This 1x1.5

toys, clothes.

could be yours
for ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

collectibles.

House & attic cleaning sale.
Down comforter, blanket, quilt, curtains,
pictures, grandchildren toys. table & chairs.
umbrella stroller purses, ladies size 12. 14.
16, men size large, clothing priced low
Shoes, kitchen items, cosmetics desk chair
old train magazines, Jewelry. Lots more.

le Estate

AUCTION

furniture

YARD SALES CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE

u

/

From Mayfield, KY: Proceed South
On State F'oute 303(Jerry Stewart
Hwy i 10 Miles To Auction Site
Signs Posted!!

2 NICE HOMES, +/-2,400 SO. FT. WORKSHOP &
9.138 ACRES IN 7 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS!
(3000-BoL Dim - IS ON STATE ROWE
REAL ESTATE TRACTS Tract 1' 0.517 Acre Corner Lot wi Road ,.. tags On Hwy,
413 Acres Trod r -of- 2.4CO So Ft Metal Wcr&stop Featureg
Office. Half Bath. Large Sliding Door & Gravel Parking Lot On C 634 Acres Tract 4*
9010 Staks Route 303-A Nice 4 Bedroom. 2 Bath 11,2 Story Brick Horne l'earsiring
Eat-In Kitcnen, Liv:ro Roo
,
w., Brick Fireplace wr Wood Bterwrig Stove 3 Buil-in
Sherves Hardwood Floors Lintnisoad Basement en Litikty Area. Covered Pomnes
Ai Situated On 0.319 Acres Tract 5" OMNI Stine Route 303- A Beautiful 3 Bedroom
2 Bath Bock home Featuring Using Room, Dining Area, Large Eat-n Kitchen vvi' Ai
Abundance Of Cabinet Space it Island. Game Room/Den wr Brick Gas Log Feepac .
Nice Screened in Back Porch. Harchvood cloonng. Central Hea. • & A., ...•,1, ,
--•c, & --'
Car Attached Garage Exterior Features include Paved Dr,:.E., -Outbuilding & 40',54"; Vik or stP:o * 2 Slo n: Doors & 2i2 _-,a. :-e..:, A,.,,:s Tract 7'
1.217 Acres Tract s• .:'
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR ADDITIONAL PHOTOS!

323& 83 Tract 2'

AtLI !N1 /'I OWS

iniARR•
1fi: RIE1111..E.STATF.
i7 di 11411-"CTIf1 N•
DALE NAMIKVAUCTIONEER
& II IREI
-n'saw 16624
• 111101AEL NAM&IIIRONEIVAUCTIONEER • neuron

KfallEla WIMPS, Maln00irWC100106111
MN BOLINGER. REALTOR APP AUCTIONEER
F$65 St Rt. 4i %oral • 11113)33tid. 10 + 2(4,6
or 6965 Ptinbrar Rd • Itopluwasille. Ks .... es

,0••• .
.
.
..' ;7> a . Is
IA

hanisaucti.-011.1.1MIT ,

NIA A.

A Leader in UM,Alarketmg .•
..ftiur Professional Aocborreers'

270-24--'425;• 270-47S-4800 • 8()0-380-Ltil8

sat.,

Formerly Brick Factory

May 8

+11.37 Commercial Acres

10:07 AM

i..1

SELLING REGARDLESS OF PRICE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDERtt?
Real Estate Sells At 2.00 PM. Auction Held On Tract 3 At The Workshop'

6:30 to ?

SATURDAY
8:00-4:00

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Toys, name brand
kid & adult clothes,
new hair bows,
books, household
items, men items.
misc. Priced to sell.

A Leader inland Marketing
'Your Professional Auctrooevs"

Saturday, May 15th 20100 2:00 PM (CST)

ALEXANDER

MOVING
YARD SALE

harrisauctionc.com

HAP.

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

AUCTIONS AND REAL ESTATE SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER -i, ........- is, iiii ir
213 LInivelsIty Sire," Marin Tennessee
Office 731-587-4244

I'
6.

12:34o,
i22. u,

./
.....6...,..
,,,S f' , .7

270-247-3253 • 2'0- 4-i- MOO •S0O-3140-431H

alexanderauctions.com

E ,na.I 04:•anO:otauct:c n•4. 1,rnt.44,nal met

'ins'-.

,

ize Un ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

7, •
.

3STORY SOLID BRICK

8:00-4:00

DOBERMAN Pmsche
AKC 6-male, G-temale
ready third week o
Apnl 270-753-0531

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

--,...----

Commerical Prop. Fix Rant

Pets Supplies

a VI

"The Stable' Randolph's Stable
A Martin Landmark

P

!...,753-2905

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Building at 510 S 4th
St $650 per month.
Contact Pam at
502-314-8328

6 PM

/VIAMAlli a VII

1 goaanir+ 2 11:+.• ' 11.101.. ii1.14.111-...1411.... I prwhi
14rfr4L++.11:+4 HD RR 1 2- 121%1 Ili .14 ontpurten. n1
'
,
Donk,', skel sod • Slaws I Dr,I :.:4..104+ '1_01±2!
,i2111: \Rost-111dr Shiok v:' Ku 1.,• , Ti 11111:ni:
& Ill LIR"
& 141 Its, l4111-,• Oa+.I hairs'
Rail Roma • RI I.
12- 114qm 1 localre Il 'III 4 Ii" UV • Shoup+ VI . 41112
F 6.4 row: I ....h Itrg+4iF' 4nligtor 41oLirr 11:o:r 5.11+
REAL ESTATE TERMS 25'.. &oven Balance 30 lees

MBC Storage

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

Tues.* May II
arripevasse,W n

...,--*---

1111,111 11,111-.1, Ni-41151 I 1,11\4,
2:101 Crown Victona .. 2002 Crown Victoria. 1993:
Crown Victoria -.- 12i 1998 Crown Victoria,.1987
Crciwn Victona.i 2.1 1996 Crow ti Victortis.2004
Kawasaki Nima bike, red i real nice) a 1993 Cadillac
Fleetwood.2004 Ches.!, CaValICT + 2001 Nissan
Sentra + 1997 Mercury Sable. 1998 Plymouth Neon
.1992(MC Sidra, black a 1992 Chess Lumina.
silver . ' r94 Chrysler Concorde. teal . 1998
Kaw asaka Bayou 220 + 2000 Daewoo LGS. yellow
• 1994 Pontiac SLE. red « 1995 Ford Crown
Victoria. white + 1999 Ches y Malibu. sil ver a 1997
Ford Crown Victoria. maroon.1996 Mercury Sable.
maroon.1997 Chevy Blazer, green + 1999 Ford
RNS. extend cab,44. new rebuilt transmission, runs
good.1992 Lowe boat. lb Ii, aluminum. 40 hp
E s inrude. electric: siLowe trailer, good condition •
Snapper riding mower. electric start. 9 h p. AO inch
s ut.15 computer monitors a 6 computer printers •
16 computer keyboards.

FOR Sale or Lease'
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock. 2
1/2 car garage.
270-873-7826

rhursciay, Nlay 6, 20111 • Sit

+553ft Road Frontage • High Traffic Location Offered in Tracts Separate or Combined

?ts'

Hwy.641 Pur ear, TN

PERSONAl PROPERTY
Semi-Tractors • Semi- TrailerA Rare Collector Cars & Truth; loaders; 50's & 601 Pickups'
Connor Convertiblgi SO s & Ws Gas PurriesiTooll,Jouipment &
'n .0:,•54+4 iOC
..cdstmir
semi 1:1,'
/,,•1.
10101. . 4/It
serm trailers r ruehaut & Lutil, 4Dtt Highway 405 flatbed semi trailer Cat 9/28 end loader ford
1600, '58 Chevy Cameo pickup, 1958 Chevy Apache 46 pickup local truck; '64 Corsair Monti
ionvertible, 612'
door Corvair Monza,rel Corsair,'95 ran straight shift;'53Chevy 3100 pickup,'63 Chevy 10 fleet side, 230,6 cylinders,'76 El Camino Classic. 77 Dodge Warlodt pickup;77 F250
:`1: up. utility bed willOV Dynamo Convertor. 79 Fiat 2000,'83 GM( 2500 yang 2 diesel. 81 Cadillac Eldorado, Audi 5000 5 diesel,'79 Ford F150 custom 460;'84 Willa( Sedan Defile;TR Pontiac
:ink '80 tusk Rivera, '87 Mazda 220 pickup, Chevy Dually. 2011 gooseneck flat bed,fort lift; John Deere motorized tag-a-long
hos Toro golf course mower: 2 Harley Davidson golf cats:
WIR01151f1 tiller attachment DX Super Borne pump 50's, Miler gas welder, Hobart 0( 180 gas welder trader. mounted; Hyster forldift, mix.engines;dually puling tractor - riding mower,Wonder
corsirte mixer;lumber. 3-phase Lincoln X welder,Wheel Horse disc; 11 John Deere stripped 215'04u air compressors.Power Premium 60s gas pump,unenclosed steel building frames selling
separate, purchasers responsible for removal
Terms al Auction: Visa, MasterCard,rash or guano
•"
added to final bids All merchandise arid vehicles sells 'as is'

Property of
the Late A.B."Abe" Ridings

te

AUCTION

At the Home of

Sat.,
May 8

Mildred Guthrie and the Late Abe Ridings
3 Bedroom • 1-1/2 Bath • 2-Car Garage

1:07 PM
406 EW Miller St.•Hazel,KY

lust nght for Mildred and Abe- 'comfortable "easy to maintain" and 'well located' - lust minutes to Murray State
University It's layout includes:Rw±17.5 11.25ft living Rome the .15.5 x 1125f1 Dining Room, the *12* 10ft
Eat-In Kitchen; 3 Bedrooms including the ±22 x 135 Master tt has it's own private entry, plus a Half Bath large
enough for a shower; nearby is the ±8.5 x 6ft Full Bath with a handicap accessible Whirlpool tub plus linen cabinetry Other amenities include:The ±17 x 6ft Laundry/Utility Room with bark yard exit lust steps to the outdoor clothes dryer,±115 x 5(1
walk-in pantry,±23 o 25ft Attached Garage;±21 t 20.75ft awning;blacktop driveway; outback storage buildings well-shaded ±120 x 200ft Home Site; city water & sewers, more
Terms of Auctions: 1S,v deposit day of auction, balance within 30 days A 10% buyer premium all be added to the final bid and included r (*.iota contract price
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Eavientat 1855 Massey Ferguson rider. Vector Al( 2-wheel weed eater;Wheel Horse 314-A nder:Wheel Horse tractor - automats drive, Grasshopper 1620 Pk White Turf BOSS 18I2 /TR:Tiger Shark Seven Seventy Wpm.on trailer, Walk Thru Bow Run- About, Ram step-ode psi
up. Woods Oft grader blade. 3ph but scraper, concession trailer: Wheel Horse dozer blade; 2 front tine tillers, car hauler. Craftsman 12 Shp riding mower:Craftsman 4500 watt generator: 2011 heavy duty flat bed,goose neck trailer. GardenWay Speedy Hoe,Yazoo 24- Big Wheel Master
Mower - self propelled;
9nikosigil6cu ft.deep freeze,GE 22 cu ft side by side refngerator wire & water in door; ProForrn 745(5 treadmill,
",rniture: Redinen; waterbeds: maple bedroom suite; maple desk & hutch; dresser; sofa: maple arrow-bad arm rocker, maple ewing machine cabinet, bookcase, 2 oak coffee tables, pine arrow-bark amxhair, iron fern stand, pine end tables. wardrobe,
pine sewing machoe
ibinet floor lamp i dollar bill shirt; what-not shelf
glogffigtfiltlIgraltIgs Huge salt & pepper shaker collection, camnal glass, kerosene lamps, collection of food gnnders
soles, iron or tongs, horse collars, single trees, hay hooks, popcorn shaker. brace & tots, 1 & 2-man saw collection. iron shoe lasts
r
handsaw collection. porcelain *fines.Homer laughhn plates,(orningWare plate sets,china;teapots, prints,candle stands.
Vehicles 1965 Ford 600 Super Duty tractor - excellent 20ft Terry camper '88 Chevy 3500 Dually,'8.1 Pontiac Fero.'47 Chevy a-lo,
convertible,'68 International Harvester I-ton grain sides,'83 Chevy van.'82 Vandura Chevy van,'79E150 pickup with hoist
s,
Terms: Visa, MasterCard,cash or guaranteed funds 10% added to final bids Everything selh 'as is ' Many vehicles not running,but restorable
715:1),-11"h 1") -77.7,7573T)-1r.?).1

1211 .1N

) )1111.

ROBERWALMNDER (270)
1 I I 1740 c2 RARE
Auction frottig..
)
7
EAYESTATE II
Robert Ale ander

AUCTION CO. www.rareauctions corn

B kerlAuctio

r 0 John Alexander, Auctioneer

111:10r1

MY=

KY Auct Lic.11P(11437• KY RE Lk 0173. IL Amt. Uc.F04100303I9•IL RE Lic.6375.00921 26• PI Auctort. liclAU19600046• IN RE W4129900115•IN Amt. Lic.s00005152•1N RE Lic.•00271464

•
in,

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • rhursda,, Ma, 6, 2010

STATEWIDE CLASS FIEDS

Yard Sele

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MOVING SALE
VIRTUAL KADE
660 N 12TH ST.
THURSDAY
& FRIDAY
8 00-?
TV's,wall mounts,
novelty mirrors,
video games
& more

GARAGE SALE

Unbelievable
Log Cabin Saks
Sat May 15
LOG CABIN & 2 AC
Only $74,900
w/ FREE Boat
Saps!
Ready to finish log
cabin & 2 acres abut
ting nature
preserve at 160,000
acre recreational lake
in KY Excellent financing. Call now 1-800704-3154, x 3471
kylakesale corn
Weep

1499 OXFORD
DRIVE
CANTERBURY
SUBDIVISION
THURSDAY &
FRIDAY
7:00-?
Twin bed, DVD's,
toys, and many
other items.

HUGE 5-FAMILY
YARD SALE
414 STARKS
CEMETARY RD.
Between Hardin &
South Marshall.
Watch for signs.
Thurs, Fri & Sat
7:00-5:00
Plus size women's
clothing, furniture.
knock knacks something to, everyone
YARD SALE
907 BAGWELL
FRI & SAT
8:00
Bedside commode
microwave
wheeichair,
old ceramic
Corningware,
clothing, 2 lawn
chairs, yard wagon,
cookware, set of
dishes for 4

INSI1/1
YARD \ I I
94
lireaklime Bldg.
I 2:011-b-:011
'
II
Fnrnishing,s
& other misc.
.

YARD SALE
6381 HWY 641S
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
& SUNDAY
7:00-?
Clothes little
boys, girls,
women's, men,
dishes, housewares. toys, baby
items, alot of

ESTATE SALE
1505 CARDINAL
DRIVE
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Clothes, housewares, furniture.
tools, books, and
house for sale.

haurcas ',edger fa Times Fair
Itenaing Act %once
All teal
ruhim

envied %rein
!he Federal Fair
lc• which makm it
illegal to .1.1i,•rten.preference limitancen or disvnminanon barred or ram color. rein
nnev vet, handicap imiii.ilraa•
tut. or rutional ominn. or mten
thin to make anv writ reterenrev. lonloati,ro or doi.rimina
non
Stale Ian • tornkt .1 n %nation
in the van rental ,q advert.%
fit real f.tale bawd on talon: tn
addition to Mohe protected
under twarral Ian
We will hnohingly acoepl an,
athertming for real estate which
i• not in miaation
law All
parson- a, hen+, intormed
that all dwellino ..1,ertised arc
available
an equal %potty
n% basis
For further aivvIstaner NIth
Elovnang Adverining resprof
mend,. contxt sAA Cfrunsel
Rene l' !vinare 70'0 nnolfar

WANTED: Appx. 40
acres, mostly wooded.
rolling, lake or lake
site, preferably with or
without house, country
road frontage
270-354-5226

112 acres great deer
turkey hunting. 46
acres tiNable. Frontage
Hwy. 1836 one mile
north of new Hwy 80.
Old home site overlooking timber with
Clark's River cutting
across corner.
270-227-5888.
43 acres, Hwy. 1346,
Dexter Across from
Jeffrey
Cemetery
Fenced
with
year
around water and pole
barn. seg,goci, Call
Chuck 753-1323 ext.
120.
44 acres Faxon Rd. &
Hwy 1346, log barn
pond, fields. electric.
Will divide. Justin Tnpp
293-9569.
BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road,
$70,000.
270-435-4001
Homes For Selo
1505 CARDINAL DR
NICE 3-bedroom, 2bath. Great neighborhood. In city school
district. 753-5800 or
293-7326
2BR, 1 BA, utility, DR.
LF1,
fireplace,
2
garages, needs work,
$38,000. Will trade for
motor home.
(731) 333-4736.

*ADVERTISERS. You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250 with
one order, one payment. For information,
contact the classified
department of
this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

*DIVORCE with or without children $125 With
FREE name change
documents and marital
settlement agreement
Fast and easy. Call us
24hrs./ 7 days: 1-8887 8 9 - 0 1 9 8
*Wanted Life Agents.
www.CourtDivorceServi Earn $500 a Day. Great
ce corn
Agents
Benefits.
Commissions
paid
AUCTIONS
daily. Liberal underwrit*GIGANTIC GUN AUC- ing. Leeds, Leads,
TION, Saturday. May Leads. LIFE INSUR15, 9am, Nelson County ANCE,
License
Fairgrounds. 66 rifles. Required. Call 1-88868 pistols, 11 shotguns. 713-6020
ammunition For comINSTRUCTIONAL
plete
details
visit
www.dbray corn. Call 'ACT NOW! You may
David Bray Principe qualify
for
FREE
Auctioneer, 502-348- HEAVY EQUIPMENT
1740_
OPERATOR TRAINING
Funded by State WIA
BUILDINGS
Program If you are col•BUILDING SALE! Less lecting unemployment.
than Wood. Canvas or Dislocated worker or
Steel Trusses. This low income AMERImonth's
SPECIAL CAN HEAVY EQUIP30x40 $9370. 25x40 MENT TRAINING 866$7550.
40x100 280-5836
$26,500.
OTHERS.
*AIRLINES ARE HIRPioneer
Steel
ING- Train for high payManufacturers DIRECT
ing Aviation Career.
1-800-668-5422.
FAA approved program.
Avow pioneersteel ca
Financial aid if qualiBUSINESS
fied- Job Placement
SERVICES
Assistance.
Call
Aviation Institute of
'FREE 6-Room DISH
Maintenance (888)207Network
Satellite
2053
System! FREE HDDVR! $19.99/mo, 120+ •ATTEND COLLEGE
Digital Channels (for 1 ONLINE from Home.
year.) Call Now - $400 'Medical. 'Business.
Signup BONUS' 1-866- 'Paralegal,
240-3844
'Accounting. 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
COMMERCIAL
assistance. Computer
PROPERTY
available. Financial Aid
'Quality, Professional if qualified. Call 866Offices! Retail Suites 4 6 0 - 9 7 6 5
available in Frankfort. www CenturaOnline co
KY.
C.
Michael
Davenport, Inc. 502*Delta Career Academy
223-SALE (7253)
Training Drivers ClassFINANCIAL
A CDL. Job placement
assistance. Regional or
'CASH NOW' Get cash
Long Haul Call Mon
for your structured setthru Fri. 7-5 (800)883tlement or annuity pay0171 Member BBB
ments High payouts
Classes Start Monday.
Cali JG Wentworth 1866 SETTLEMENT (1REAL ESTATE
866-738-8536) Rated
•New 3 Bdrrn, 2 Ba on
A. by the
Better
land near town Must
Business Bureau
sell! Call 812-868-8346

2BR, IBA. brick ye/ carport
2nd-level
work/play-room. New
h/c 08', timberline roof
07'. Located on 0.77
acres. Airport
Rd.
$99.500.
270-227-0581
3BR, 2BA. fenced back
yard. dry basement, 2car garage, great location in city. 1,700 sq.ft.
293-3343, 978-0109.
BEAUTIFUL brick 4PLEX TOWNHOUSEEach unit 2 bedrooms,
1,5-bath.
901
Southwood Dr. near
MSU. 270-435-4001
BRICK DUPLEX each
HELP WANTED
unit 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
newer HVAC units, 903
'HOST FAMILIES for
Northwood Or Near
Foreign
Exchange
MSU on university bus
Students. Ages 15-18 &
route, $115,000. 270have own spending
435-4001
money & insurance.
HORSE Farm 8-miles
Call Now for students
NW Calloway. 2BR,
arriving in August! Great
1 BA on 17 acres
life experience. 1 -800Newly remodeled with
SIBLING
lots
of
updates
WWW aise,corn
Beautiful, private setting 270-227-8062

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfkld Estates.
SB(; Real Pro
Professionais
293-7872
SADDLE Creek 5BR,
3.58A, new paint, carpet appliances, lighting, shaded, fenced
yard, 2,900 sq.ft.
wvey2103spindietop corn
293-0878, 293-4230.

Used Cr,

WE
BUY
CARS
753-4961

immediate

76111101\418-013114
(270)761-31084E

,
11 lorcycles
-06
Yamaha
650
Classic 2,500 miles,
extras, $4,300 obo
270-873-7941.
2004 Honda Rebel,
Black. Saddle bags,
windshield included,
excellent condition.
$2,200 080
(270)489-2059

HOUSE FOR SALE - NEW LISTING

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
'National
Golf
Association's Hooters
Tour Pro-Am Tourney,
May
19.
Cherry
Blossom Golf Course,
Georgetown To participate in the Pro-Am, call
Cherry Blossom Pro
Shop,(502) 570-9849
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•AC1 NOW- Top 5%
Pay
32-38
cpm
Excellent
Benefits
Need CDL-A & 3 mos
recent OTR 877-258www melton8782
truck corn

'ACT NOW! You may
FREE
for
qualify
CLASS-A CDL Training
Funded by State WIA
Program If you are collecting unemployment.
Dislocated worker or
low income Must meet
hinng requirements Of
major trucking companies TRUCK AMERICA
TRAINING 866-2443644
*BIM
Trucking
Comparne International
Truck Driving School
students needed. No
CDL No problem. Earn
up to $900 a week.
Approved state funding.
Financing
available
888-780-5539
•CDL-A Drivers Our
Freight Needs You!
Over The Road Flatbed
& Dry Van. Professional
equipment. High Miles
Good dr,ving record
required We accept
your long form and
medical card. Western
Express. Call Bo: 888801-5295

OUR 2010 ORARUATES, A CLASS ACT
oour graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graduation line to he published in our
Graduation Tab on May 13, 2010

i(night's
1
11111111110
Too ram coast oa the
Roost experieaced
in West Ay.
48.3 Thai Taylor Trail

Andrew,

753-7728

Congratulations!
We are very proud of you.'
Good luck to you!

Hill Electrie
Since NM,

24 Noun soma
Res

Com . & Ind

Mom & Dad

Licensed & Insured
All ohs - big or small

753-9562

;

Deadline for letters is May 10th at 5 p m
Cost is $8 per message
No more than 20 words.
School logo will be placed on ad.

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

MI Mit ea

LEDGER &TIMES
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753-1916

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
ray me. si,ak °aline

Services Offered

cS, llaiitisig,

'Class-A Dnvers: Great
Miles, Good Hometime
ACT Helps you find the
balance OTR Runs in
Midwest.
Fnendly.
Experienced.
Supportive Staff Lease
Purchase
program
877-584-7240
*CAST Malone is Now
Hiring Owner Operators
& Fleet Owners' No
flatbed exp. required
Lowest
Lease
Purchase Program' Call
8 0 0 - 3 6 6 - 6 36
www.joinmalone.com
COMPANY
</riverExperienced OTR drivers
and
Teams
Consistent
Miles
Excellent
Health
Benefits 6 mo. OTR
exp. & Current CDL
88 8 - 46 3 - 396 2
www.usatruckJobs eoe
in/fIti/v
•Dnvers- CDL-A Up to
.42 CPM. More Miles,
Fewer
Layovers,
$1,000 sign on bonus
Full
benefits.
Nc
felonies
OTR exp
Required.
Lease
Purchase
available
800-441-4271 xKY-100
'DriversFOOD
TANKER
Drivers
Needed OTR positions
availaLle NOW! COL-A
wi
Tanker
Req'd.
Outstanding pay & benefits! Call a recruiter
TODAY! 877-484-3061
www.oakleytransport.c

I )\% 1R ‘‘ Ii

270-753-2279
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting,
&
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained 436-2228

( I ‘Ifl•'ti
I \N‘ ( SRI-

ML Garage Doors
nstallatean. Repairs &
Maintenance
on
Jarage doors 8 operators. 293-2357

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
holiancimotorsalescom
276-753-4461
99 Mercury Sable,
149,000-miles. runs
good. $2,000 obo.
227-8954.

Licensed & Insured
References

available
Free Estimates

,•,-

(270) 293-5383
(270)293-6927

Flight Instruction
270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removai,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

Continuous Gutters!
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansheid 1
(270)293-8480

I fIc,
\I \\ \(.1 \ii \
• weekly & special pick
•locally mimed/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

(270) 293-1924

(270)925-5387

PURCHASE
AREA PAVING

MILLS & SON
- 'PRESSURE
WASHING

TUTOR available. All
subjects.
270-994-9218
murraytutorldgmail corn

•,t,',41

Kiraveltlaufing
•Bricktion 'Ma*

Vinyl

(270)293-2804

ml

YEARRY'S Tree
Service. Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570

Brick•Core , •
(270)227-6160

Call us
Murray Ledger S

Hamilton (ininite

LEDGER 4`.( TIMES

3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
I)ler ‘Ittriiiii I, •
• Disidarlitour.

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE

[
.
07.33
(270)293-1118

Emergency
LAWN BOY
LAWN SERVICE

Customer Appreciation Week May

3rd - may 9th

Lunch &
Dinner
Buffet
$500
+
*Drink not included

No Coupon Required
Not Valid With Other Offers

Setsices 011srod

/4,0ff /ti(Jae,- Pag
$15.00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655, 759-9295
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

airoratier
,
e a/ra/tocu-

loo.elo.ree/

978-9514
MOWING
and
Trimming small to
Dependable,
large.
reliable, gutters, mulch
shrubs trimmed, haumg. 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.

753-1816 727-0611

e \v.Snappy

orte;
Next to August Moon • 761-SNAP
(7627)

Bedsit Rotors

18' Pro Craft 150HP
Yamaha PTT Jack
Plate 2 depth finder
12/24 TM. $5.400.
Fishing lures, equipment, gold clubs.
753-6275, 227-3537.
16' Lowe fishing boat,
75hp
motor.
99'
Coleman
pop
up
camping trailer.
489-2443

Times

270-753-1916

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

& Marble

•OTR Drivers Needed.
Reefer, Tanker and
Flatbed
Positions.
Student CDL Training
available, financially
sound growing career
All levels of experience
welcome to apply 18 0
www P-rirr
c corn 1 2
2ie7in7

111,,r14.r
,
ROOFING

ProLawn
Lawn Care

Learn to fly
Professional

OM

*Flatbed. Company &
0/0 drivers needed
010 must have own
trailer, Company dnvers
can make hem 24%27%. With excellent
benefits_ Home weekends. Call M-F Barn4prn. 800-525-3383 ext.
106 www.tlexpress.com

Justin Boggess
(270) 293-2892

270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

LAWN Mowing
service. Insured. 16
years experience
Cali (270)759-4564

-FREE
PICK UP

'Parking kits
•Pctholrecrac-k repair
• Seal coating
available
Free Estimates

& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic 8 Ins

,

111(155511 UI l'Ylit.
['UNIV.(' a.
I tt ill It %KM \ I KS

FREE
ESTIMATES
(270)873-9916

QUICK
LINE STRIPING

0 BRYAN TREE
• .

530

We Finance
Debt Relief!
Selling ea Estee?
In Fonvciottexe'
LOCA. Home Bayer, t
Can l4e4p1
'
No Cost TO Yell
No equity OK

'Louisville
General
Contractor has immediate openings for expenenced concrete foreman and concrete carpenters Must have at
least 5 years experience performing heavy
industrial concrete or
commercial network
We offer competitive
pay
and
benefits
Travel will be required
Please fax resume to
502-239-6820 or NI out
application at 3560
Bashford
Ave
Louisville, KY 40218
Drug screen required

1

Murray Ledger & limes

400

1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes, Additions.
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding,
Decks.
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care 8yrs exp
293-8814

ROOF
ING
Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Don't be fooled by imitators, call
us for a free inspection today!

227-4646 436-5080

Worm's Turf
7048 State Route 94 W
Murray,KY 420V71
270 435-4088
I ese. , ,,cd. leo . ears, female

• Installation
• Pick-up or Delivery
3823 WISW LL RD.
Brick, 2.400 sf, 2 car garage on 3 wooded an
38R 2BA with new h/a units, kit. appl. & roof
Lg. detached garageaec bldg 4m from Murray
Call (270) 994-0862 for Appt.
$239,000

Richard Price
270 293-8035
Jeremy- Workman
27019'78-7812

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
*Trees shapeo trimmed or removed
•Sturnp-Renievat 'All mocifIrn epougarhent
hote.err,

•

,

14. insure('

Ron Frame Jr.
• ill 270-227-3140
Res.-270-4,
' No

; errier.lorkstore TeMei Yorkie

Dee, adult. male
Rat Temer
(Mix)

',NETTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

liii mon. information i.ontart

(e

fv•

turray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at i 270) 759-4141

is

C

